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WALTER PaTER AS A LITERARY CRITIC
INTRODUCTION
Walter Pater was one of the better critics of the
nineteenth century. He was a brilliant stylist and a good lit-
erary analist. He was a taster and chooser of the best writ-
ing. Not himself a prolific writer, he founded a new cult in
literature - the aesthetes. To select and avaluate his criti-
cal writings is no easy task.
He work, however, deals in the main with three lit-
erary periods. The first is the art and literature of the
Renaissance. His earliest and most famous critical work, the
Renaissance treats this period. The second period is that of
ancient Greece. He has given us two excellent studies of Greek
culture, Greek Studies and On Plato and Platonlsm . The third
period is that of modern and contemporary literature. This is
lbest represented by the collection of essays entitled Apprecia -
tions . To these latter essays belong his theories of style and
of criticism.
The first chapter will deal with Pater 1 s life works
and environment. I shall then try to give a brief analysis of
his criticism. I shall deal in the main with three of his
major works, each one illustrative of one of his petiods . The
second chapter will review The Renaissance , the third . Greek
Studies, and the fourth, the Appreciations . As a conclusion,
I shall try to place Pater among the great critics, and give
some insight into his theory of criticism.
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Pater»s criticism consists of short eBsays on var-
ious topics, usually published first in periodicals, and later
collected into books. He is not a careless writer, not a pro-
lific writer. He studies carefully every phrase he puts down.
I shall here try to interpret some of the most
meaningful of these essays. I shall seek to show Pater's work
as a literary critic.

3THE LIFE, WORKS, AND MIND OF PATER
Ch. 1
Walter Pater lived one of the most tranquil lives of
any nineteenth century writer. It was the pleasant quiet life
of the college campus. He spent his days as tutor at Oxford -
a fellow in the quiet quadrangle of Brasenose College. He took
no part in the intellectual turmoil of his century. He was a
man of ideas, not of action. His realm was essentially the
world of the spirit, and he was haunted by visions of divine
beanty. Moreover, he was a profound philosopher, and an ear-
nest student of the classics, a shy and lonely man, his world
consisted of Oxford, London, and occasional trips to the con-
tinent. We cannot call him a 'happy 1 man, however, for his soul
was haunted by the mysteries of life, and death, and the mean-
ing of existence.
He was born on August 4, 1839, ^"at Shadwell; the son
of Richard Pater, a middle class physician. The family was of
Dutch origin. There was a strong Roman Catholic background in
the family, despite the fact that it was Anglican at the time of
Pater's birth. This background is seen in Walter's love of the
rich and ornate beauty of the old Church. Young Walter's earli-
est impressions are summed up in his essay A Child in the House
He seems to have been a thoughtful, sensiti \. child, given to
deep imaginings.
1. Bio. material Thos . "/right V. 1
«
4.
At the age of fourteen, he was sent to Klng f s
school, Canterbury. He was early designated for the Church.
His intellectual spirit was slow to awaken, not until the sixth
form did he show signs of scholarly promise. In June of 1858,
he entered Queens College, Oxford, as a commoner.
Here he fell under two great influences, Jov/ett
and Plato. Jowett was Professor of Greek at Oxford and trans-
lator of Plato's Republic • He divined a peculiar quality in
Pater 1 s mind. He engendered in Pater a life long interest in
the classics, and a fondness for the mysticism of Plato. This
was to culminate years later in Pater's Plato and Platonism .
Pater's undergraduate years at Oxford were rich and formative.
"He lived a very secluded and unobtrusive life in the back
quadrangle associating with a few friends; he worked at class-
ics with a moderate diligence, amusing himself with metaphysics,
which even in his school day3 had begun to exercise an attrac-
tion over him." In the final examinations he failed to do him-
self justice, for he took only second class honors, graduating
in 1862.
He had early begun to question Christianity, and
much to his aunt's disappointment, he refused to take orders.
For the next couple of years, he lived in High Street, and took
pupils. He spent long vacations at Heidelberg and Dresden with
his aunt and sisters. In 1864, he had the good fortune to be
elected to a fellowship at Brasenose College, Oxford; an ideal
1. A. C. Benson Walter Pater - P. 8.

situation which he held the rest of his life.
In 1869, he made a tour of Italy. Visiting Ravenva,
Pisa, and Florence, he became preoccupied with the study of Re-
naissance art. This was the germ of his first critical work,
The Renaissance .
The next twenty odd years were his great productive
period. His work at Oxford was not heavy, it consisted largely
of tutoring and a brief amount of lecturing. Otherwise he lived
the quiet secluded life of a man of letters. He spent most of
his time reading and writing. His chief interests were in
philosophy, the classics, art and aesthetics, and modern liter-
ature. He determined to be a writer of fine prose. "Studying,
composing, meditating, he produced at the rate of a short essay
or two a year ."
In 1873 was produced his first great book, called
Studies in the History of the Renaissance . It was an interpre-
tation of the period through the medium of literature and art.
It contained some of Pater's best essays, such as The poe try
of Michael Angelo and Leonardo da Vinci . In the famous Conclu-
sion , Pater expounded the theory of epicureanism, that we
"burn with a hard gemlike flame", "that we should live for the
present only, and that we should worship beauty for its own
sake." This work gave Pater a definite place in the literary
and artistic world.
In 1877 appeared a satirical work called " The New
Republic by one Mr. Mallock* In it, Pater is satirized as a

Mr . Rose . A. C. Benson says:
"Language was put into Mr. Rose's mouth which was
obviously a faithful parody of Pater's style of writing. The
bitterness of the satire was increased by its being cast in
conversational form. Mr. Rose is made to discourse in a dreamy
vein — it is hard to absolve the author from the charge of
sacrificing the scrupulous justice that should have been shown
to an individual to the desire for effectiveness and humor.
It seems clear that the satire caused Pater considerable dis-
tress .
"
'Mr. Rose' shows Pater as an affected dandyish per-
son. It is an early example of the misinterpretation of his
doctrine. About this time also, there seems to have been a
quarrel between Pater and Jowett. The latter likewise opposed
Pater's aes theticism. Although the facts of the quarrel are
not known, a lifelong breach resulted.
During the aext' few years, Pater busied himself
with the essays that were later to appear under the heading of
Greek Studies (1895). These are studies of Greek art, litera-
ture and religion. They are alive with the pagan beauty of
ancient Greece. Among the most famous are Dionysus , The Bac -
chanals of Euripides and Hippolytus Veiled .
About the year 1878, Pater began on his most ambi-
tious work, his novel "Marius the Epicurean . The character of
1 Benson P. 52-53.
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Marius was greatly influenced by his friend, Mr. Richard C.
1
Jackson. The latter was a learned divine who frequented Brase-
nose, a strong friend and benefactor of Pater. Pater was given
free access to his library for the writing of Marius . Marius
is the study of the impressions and sensations of a young Roman
in the age of Marcus Aurelius. It has no real plot, it flows
along like an extended imaginary portrait. Under various in-
fluences, Marius passes from Paganism to Epicureanism, to Sto-
icism, and dies as he is about to become a Christian. The nov-
el is obviously auto-biographical. Pater's main purpose in
writing it was, be said, "to show the final necessity of reli-
gion."
In 1885, Pater made a change in his environment,
he took a house in London which he held for eight years. He
felt the need of change and of the wider circle of acquaintances
London could offer. He continued living at Oxford during term
time, but spent his vacations at London. These years were the
most fruitful and happy of Pater's life. The reception of
Marius had placed its author in the front rank of English prose
writers. He was now contributing reviews to the Guardian , the
Athenaeum and the Pall Mall Gazette . Most of his 'modern* crit-
icism was done at this time. He was now writing the essays that
make up the Appreciations and the Guardian Essays
.
Among his
best were the ones on Wordsworth, on Sir Thomas Browne, and on
1 Thos. Wright LL - P. 81.

8.
Charles Lamb.
It was about this time also that Pater began work
on a series of novel experiments. These were the Imaginary
Portraits of which the first, a Yrince of Court Painters was
written in 1885. These sketches were original to Pater; they
were largely studies in sensations aid ideas. Pater enjoyed
weaving a web of fantasy in this manner, around great figures
of the literary and artistic world.
1
"Pater's Method here was to take some romantic
figure which attracted his attention, to form a conception of
the temperament of the man, and study his environment as far as
possible -". These sketches brought out also that Pater lacked
the dramatic art; he was imaginative rather than creative.
Denys LtAuxerrois is probably his only real at-
tempt at dramatic fiction and its outcome was not too success-
2
ful. A. C. Benson says Denys L'Auxerrols is the most fantas-
tic of all Pater's writings; indeed there is something almost
unbalanced, something that reminds one of the rich madness of
Blake .
"
Imaginary Portraits is one of the most original
works of the nineteenth century, the whole theme is one of in-
tellectual and artistic revolt. Each of the characters is a
creature born out of his due time, and suffering from the frus
-
1. A. C. Benson P. 123
2. a. C. Benson P. 126
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trations of his environment. To this series also belongs the
sketch A Child in the House, which is really an auto -biographi-
cal treatment of Pater f s own childhood*
All this time, moreover, Pater was engaged upon a
great work which was never to be finished. This was his Gaston
De Latour, a novel on the same style as Marius . Five chapters
r
of this appeared in Macmillan' s Magazine in the course of 1888.
Only six chapters in all were written. This was to have been
Pater* s 'magnum opus 1 but he soon wearied of the task of la-
bored and heavy composition, and returned to the more congenial
short essay form. The fragment of Gaston remains as an unfin-
ished masterpiece, a monument to Pater's indolence*
Pater's later years were largely uneventful. He
lived in semi-retirement at Oxford and at London. His acquaint-
ances numbered a select few. Among them were Mr. Jackson, Mr
Gosse, and various friends and pupils at Oxford. His only fe-
male intimate was his devoted sister. This period is marked
by some of his best essays and by his study of Plato and Platon-
ism. As Pater grew older his writings assumed more and more an
ethical tone, the aesthete was replaced by the philosopher.
The earlier hedonism and epicureanism were submerged in deeper
speculation. Like Marius, he approached a deeper religious
faith which he never actually found.
1 Ibid p. 140
•
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In 1889 was published the Appreciations . This work
contains some of his best literary essays, as well as the gist
of his critical ideas. It is prefixed by the essay on Style
which is probably the most valuable single critical document
that Pater ever wrote. It sets off his theory of fine polished
prose, which can be as delicate an instrument as verse. Truth,
he says, is the final criterion of art. The evolution of a
style is the final objective of a prose writer, the true artist
in words strives to achieve the highest measure of his art. He
neglects the fact that a highly polished style makes for obscur-
ity. This latter indeed, is the great defect of all Pater's
work.
This essay is followed by five famous ones on Sng-
2
lish writers: Wordsworth
,
Coleridge , Sir Thomas Browne , Charles
Lamb , and Dante Gabriel Kossettl . Three little studies of
Shakespeare follow, and the work is concluded by an essay on
Peuillets 1 La Mor te . In the Postscript, Pater endeavors to
define the difference between the terms 'classicism 1 and 'ro-
manticism 1 as he sees them.
In the eighteen nineties, Pater busied himself with
study on Plato and Platonism . The object of this was to bring
out the personality of Plato. This he does with singular skill.
3
It is "full of echoes out of a well filled mind, of Augustine
and Dante, of Shakespeare and Wordsworth."
1. Benson P. 47
2. Pater's main contributions to English Literature
3. Benson P.P. 166-7
t
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"He shows how Plato in The Republic was presenting
philosophy as an essentially practical thing, a thing to mould
life and conduct, and escape from the evils of this world - a
religion in fact and not a mere system."
The work is a study of the thoughts and writings of
ancient Greece. There is a beautiful chapter on Lacedaemon,
and the decorous ordered system of the Dorians. In contrast,
he brings in the Spartan systen: of education with its rigorous
mental and physical training. Pater brings out the truly human
side of Plato, an emphatically sensuous nature, "deeply sensible
2
to impressions of beauty, he regarded the appeal of the senses
as a species of moral education, that the philosophical learner
passed from the love of precise and personal beauty to the love
of central and inner beauty."
There are two other important essays of Pater's
last years, both on French subjects. The first, on Prosper
Merimee, begins with a melancholy summary of the century. Mer-
ime, Pater believes, is the melancholy result of this barren-
ness, he was born in a time of disillusionment, and his writ-
ings reflect his cynicism and indifference. Impersonality was
the aim of Merimee 1 s art and hia books stand detached from their
maker
•
The essay on Pascal treats that figure with deep
sympathy. He was the maker of the French language. The Pen-
1. Benson P.P. 167
2. Benson P.P. 167
f
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sees are pure inspiration. He had a terrified apprehension
of the strange inconsistency of human nature.' Above all,
Pascal was a religious man. Benson considers this essay as
"Pater's most deliberate utterance on ethical things. It re-
veals him as a deep though unwilling sceptic, a soul athirst,
yet unsatisfied."
In the spring in 1894, Pater received the honor-
ary degree of LL.D. from the University of Glasgow. It gave
him an opportunity to visit Scotland for the first time. In
the summer of the same year, he was taken seriously ill with
rheumatic fever. From this disease he made an apparent recov-
ery, bat on Monday, July 30, 1894, he suffered a severe stroke
and died shortly afterwards. So ended the short life of one
of Oxford's great mystics, and England's great writers. He
was buried in the Holywell Cemetery near the quadrangle at
Oxford. Like Marius the Epicurean, he died without professing
any religious faith.
We must now proceed to a brief study of Pater, the
man and the critic. Two characteristics marked him - shyness,
and sensitivity. He was always keenly alive to sensual im-
2
pressions. In The Child in the House he speaks of "the perfume
of the little flowers of the lime tree, and the slow murmur of
the bees" on June afternoons. Two strains of sentiment colored
his childish thoughts. One was "the visible tangible , audible
1. Benson P. 174
2. Child in the House. P
3
r
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loveliness of things," the other, "the sorrow and suffering of
the world which came in dim glimpses." Thus there were two
elements in his life - beauty and sorrow mysteriously inter-
woven and intermixed.
1
According to Benson, the young Pater was refined and
dignified in appearance. He wore a large moustache. His own
lack of personal beauty was a source of much grief to him.
2
"To anyone introduced to him for the first time, he
at once gave the impression of great gentleness and sympathy.
His low deferential voice, his shy smile, the delicate phras-
ing of his sentences, his obvious interest in the temperament
of his companion gave the feeling of deep and sincere humility."
As far as we can tell, his life was void of any roman-
tic interest. His physical plainness probably gave him an
inferiority complex in the presence of the other sex. For "his
gait was peculiar, he had a slight stoop and he dragged one
foot slightly. His only apparent female intimates were his
mother, his aunt and his sisters. Obviously, he suffered from
this lack of female attention; tfte social side of his personal-
ity was never fully developed. Writing and studying became a
compensation for those domestic comforts he never could have.
He tended toward introversion and as he grew older, drew more
and more into himself. He was not anti-social, he enjoyed the
1. Benson P. 179
2. Ibid
r
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company of his male friends, but he was best in the seclusion
of his study. He hated opposition. A knowledge of hostile
antagonism might cause him to withdraw what he had written or
1
said. His shyness was so great, "that he disliked greeting ac-
quaintances; he would acknowledge them only by a slight wave of
his hand." His powers of sensuous and aesthetic appreciation
were tremendous. Mingled with these, was a deeper note, that
of the true philosopher. He was h&unted by the great mysteries
of metaphysics - to which he never found an adequate solution.
Pater ! s religious position was largely agnostic.
The Pagan philosophers influenced him more than the Christian.
Regis Michaud, who in his essay Walter Pater - Paen Mystique
hasjdone an excellent study of the religious aspect of Pater,
2
says
:
"a Oxford Pater va traverser une crise d'agnosti-
cisme . au contact des livres antiques il prend en horreur "sa
vie hypocrite de cantorbery." II Brule ses poesies rellgeuses.
II veut se defendre de ses livres de Piete! Pater se plonge
dans la lecture des Philosophes grees et des metyphieicians
allemands . II passe des nuits mediter sur l ! etre."
Apparently at some period of his undergraduate days,
Pater ceased to believe in Christianity. He gave up his plans
of becoming a clergyman. In his youth he seems to have adopted
the epicurean position for a time, that life is a fleeing, tran-
1. Ferris Greens let P. 28
2. Regis Michaud Mystiques et Realistes Angio Saxons P. 56
<
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sitory thing, and that we should live for sensual enjoyment.
Under this influence, he wrote The Renaissance * As he grew older
however, his writings struck a more ethical note. Marjus the
Epicurean is a religious book. Indeed the whole theme seems to
be the way in which Marius broke off from his epicureanism, as
Pater would like to have done . We cannot call Pater a non-re-
ligious man. He was in truth a mystic, and a netf -Platonis t
.
He was a deep student of both the German and Greek philosophers.
vLa Sensibilite 1 que Pater recherche est une sensibilite' du nord
surtout religeuse."
We must now consider whether Pater was to any extent
influenced by his contemporaries. The earliest artistic influ-
ence on Pater was Ruskin, both in style and content. We cannot
call him a Pre-Raphaelite, however, for his major interest was
not in the middle ages. He was far more intrigued by ancient
Greece and by the world of the Renaissance. His interest in
the brotherhood was largely academic.
There were two distinct influences upon Pater's mind.
The first was a strong influence towards the transcendental
philosophy. The Germans; Kant, Goethe, Hegel and Schelllng,
were his constant reading. He also made a deep study of Coler-
2
idge . For "Pater hankered after a certain clearness of view,
a theory which could explain for him the strange confusion of
the intellectuallife , where so many currents of the human spir-
it Mi che let P. 60
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it seem not to blend, so much as to check and oppose each other
Here we have Pater the mystic, the seeker after ultimate truth.
The other element was the strong attraction for
things of beauty. A love of the ornate, the precise, and the
colorful, marked him. He felt that there was a certain sacred-
ness to art and beauty. "What he longed for", says Benson,
"was a reasonable formula which could connect the two which
could make him feel that the same law was at work both in the
region of beauty and in the region of philosophical thought."
Pater was an avid reader. He believed in reading authors whole
His reading covered a vast amount of territory and was done in
a number of languages.
The aesthetic cult were a group of art for art's
sake writers, who sprang up in the eighteen nineties. They
sought to apply literally the doctrine of Pater. Their chief
exponent was Oscar Wilde. They were cultivators of the bizarre
and the exotic. Pater himself had little to do with their ac-
tivities. They largely misinterpreted Pater by applying him
too li terally . What they produced was largely flabby and sacc-
harine. The movement died at the turn of the century.
We now turn to some of the more basic elements of
Pater's criticism. I can see three national spirits or humors
in him. These elements are the German, the Italian, and the
Greek.
1. Benson P. 11
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The German element is seen in the high ethical note
of Pater. It is to be noted in the high seriousness of his
writing. We see here Pater the metaphysician, the thinker, the
mystic. In his early years, his interest chiefly was in phil-
osophy. This naturally led him to the great German thinkers.
1
Goethe came to he for Pater "the true illustration of the spec-
ulative temper." He was deeply interested in the German trans-
cendental philosophy. Traces of this 'Deutsche Geist' may be
found in Winekelmann , in Marlus , in most of the later essays,
and in Plato . It is this good German spirit that prevents
Pater from being a mere 'flabby aesthete'. It provides him
with a note of ethical morality and a high serious purpose in
his studies of life and art.
The Italian note in Pater iss truck chiefly in his
artistic, rather than his literary criticism. He has the Ital-
ian love of form and symmetry, of brilliant color, of style and
finessfc. We find this spirit in The Renaissance . Pater is a
worshipper of Italian art at its highest peak, the renaissance
period. We see this in Bo ttlcelli , the Poetry of Michael Angelo
,
and above all, in Leonardo da Vinci .
The Greek spirit is seen in Pater's love of all that
pertains to the classics. It is seen in the lurical quality of
his prose. His viev/s on religion are tempered by Greek thought;
he was ever more Pagan than Christian. He loves the seasonal
1 Benson P. 11
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festivals of the older religion; in the mysteries of Dionysus
,
and the Bacchanals of Euripides, he finds a more satisfying spir-
it. In his youth he adopted the epicureanism of ancient Hellas
The Greeks saw the transitory fleeting nature of life, and a-
dopted the pleasure philosophy* This note likewise colors Pater
criticism; it is found in the Renaissance Epilogue , in the first
part of Mart us and in the Greek Studies . Thus, in Pater's crit-
icism we may detect notes of the German philosopher, the Italian
humanist, and the Greek Epicurean.
Finally, we turn to Pater's nethod as a critic. He
was plainly influenced by the contemporary school of French
criticism, whose leaders were Saint Beuve and Flaubert. The
1
latter especially is his master in critical method.
Pater believed that the author should discriminate
the experiences of life. A critic should discover and explain
the special virtue of a work of art. Every great masterpiece
has some special quality whieh sets it apart. The detection and
study of this special quality in art is the true function of
criticism. Hius a critical essay should be built around one
special feature. It should explain to the reader just what
there was about the author or the writi'13 which makes for great-
ness. Thus in the essay on Lamb, Pater builds the theme around
the tragedy in the writer's life. Without this element of trag-
edy, Lamb might never have been great. In Wordsworth , he estab-
1. Michelet P. 57
»
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lishes the central! ty of the poets theme. The essay on Michael
Angelo he builds on "sweetness tempered by strength."
Thus Pater's method is analytical; he tears his sub-
ject apart, finds the one idea that he wishes to develop, and
builds the whole essay around it. His criticism is searching,
ob je c ti ve , and s incere
•
With this background in mind, we shall now turn to a
study of Pater's first great critical document, The Renaissance
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THE RENAISSANCE
Ch. II
In the Renaissance t Pater attempted to give his
own interpretation of that movement, through the mediums of
literature and art. He has chosen representative writers and
artists of the period and given each one a "Characteristic
savour of the art or figure which furnished them." He starts
with medieval Prance, "where the renaissance began", turns to
the high point of renaissance Italy, then returns to the Prance
1
of a later day, to cover the works of the Pleiade, He con-
cludes with the essay on Winckelmann, who although he lived
in the eighteenth century, was in spirit, a renaissance man.
In the preface, Pater strikes out against the syn-
thetic school of art criticism. The critic must realize the
1
relativity of beauty. "To define beauty not in the most ab-
stract, but in the most concrete terms possible, to find not a
universal formula for it, but one which expresses most ade-
quately this or that special manifestation of it, is the aim of
the true student of aesthetics."
The critic then must be able to distinguish and
analyze the one virtue by which a work of art produces this
special effect. Secondly, the critic himself must possess a
peculiar temperament, "the power of being deeply moved by the
presence of beautiful objects."
1. Preface to the Renaissance.
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Pater gives the term 'renaissance' a wide inter-
pretation; he believes "that the outbreak of the human spirit
may be traced far into the middle age itself." This earlier
renaissance is found most deeply in French literature, and for
that reason he has chosen to begin with two little French com-
positions. But it is the great age of fifteenth century Italy
which is to produce the gist of the work - "that solemn fif-
teenth century which can hardly be studied too much." It is
one of those happier eras in world history, a time productive
in personalities, many sided, centralized, complete. There is
a general air of elevation and enlightenment.
Winckelmann is included because he belongs in spir-
it to an earlier age. He is a true humanist, the last fruit of
the renaissance. Pater lays no claim to an exhaustive treat-
ment of the subject. It is a poetical and suggestive interpre-
tation.
1
George Saintsbury considers the Preface a gem of
criticism. He says, "I do not know any place setting forth
that view of criticism which I have always held myself, more
clearly. To feel the virtue of the painter or poet, to disen-
gage it, to set it forth. These are the three stages of a
critic's duty."
In Two Early French Stories , Pater discusses Amis
and Amile and Aucassin and Nicolette . These are representative
1. Saintsbury Hist. Lit. Crit . Vol. Ill P. 546.
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of the earlier French Renaissance which occurred in the middle
age itself. The genius of the middle age was religion. It is,
therefore, the profane literature out of which the renaissance
spirit springs, the doctrine of courtly love and the poetry of
Provence. Two earlier stories are cited, as examples, the tale
°^ Abe lard &fld the German legend of Tannhauser
.
In Amis and Ami lie is stressed the goodness of
earthly friendship. Aucassin and Nicollette represents the
ideal intensity of earthly passion - it is in fact a tale of
true love
•
1
"Much of the interest lies in the spectacle of the
formation of a new artistic sense, a new music is arising, the
music of rhymed poetry. Rough as it is, it possesses the high
poetic quality, that it aims at a purely artistic effect. There
is that air of overwrought delicacy which was so strong a char-
acteristic of the poetry of the troubadours."
Thus Pater believes that the Renaissance was not
entirely a return to classical art. Intermingled with It was
the early poetry and balladry of the rising western nations.
These two stories mark the start of a truly French national lit-
erature. They are likewise representative of that spirit which
was to revive and apply the old classics. Therefore, the med-
ieval bands and troubadours constituted this earlier revival of
learning, Much of the lyrical sweetness of renaissance litera-
1. Ren. P. 17
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ture springs from these truly national origins.
1
Pico dello Mirandola takes us to renaissance Italy.
It tells of an Italian scholar, a philosopher who marks the
essence of humanism. He was one of those thinkers who sought
to reconcile Christianity with the religion of ancient Greece.
"For some fifteenth century minds the old Gods had rehabilited
themselves, and were challenging the new."
Pater dwells wistfully upon the scholar Pico, Earl
of Mirandola, a main figure in this movement. Pico was a disci-
ple of the dreamy and mystical philosophy of Plato. He finally
came to rest at Florence, a haven of neo-Platonists . He had
composed nine hundred bold paradoxes which he offered to defend
against all comers. But the Pope, questioning the orthodoxy
of his views, forbade the reading of his book. Not until 1493
was the decree lifted.
Pico ! s conception of the universe was somewhat sim-
2
ilar to Aristotles. The earth is fixed in the center of the
universe; around it revolve sun, moon and stars. In the midst
of all, is placed man, the bond or copula of the world and the
interpreter of nature. His body combines the earthy elements of
vega table life, mingled with the intelligence of the angels and
2
a likeness to God. "The world is a limited place, bounded by
actual crystal walls and a material firmament."
1. Early 15th Cent. Scholar and Philosopher.
2. Ren. P. 41
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Pico was weary when he came to Florence. Here he
wrote down those thoughts on the religious life, which Sir Thom-
as More later turned into English. He had a fine touch for
1
spiritual things. Yet, says Pater, "He is one of the last who
seriously and sincerely entertained the claims on men's faith
of the pagan religions."
Pico spent the last years of his life in the white
habits of a Dominican monk. In his Heptaplus he endeavors to
reconcile the accounts which pagan philosophy had given of the
origin of the world with the account given in the Books of Moses.
Thus he seeks to square the Timaeus of Plat o with the Genesis .
He lays hold of every sort of figure and analogue, giving each
a double meaning - Jewish and Greek. For Pico every object in
the material world has its counterpart in the starry heavens.
The law of life is transcendent; every combination of natural
forces is filled with higher meaning.
In the concluding lines of the essay, Pater at-
tempts to show how Pico della Mirandola represents the essence
2
of humanism. It is "that belief of which he never seems to have
doubted, that nothing which has ever interested living men and
women can wholly lose its vitality."
The ideas of the Greeks are still alive today. In
all scholarly pursuits, they are still our masters. The true
humanist believes in the study of man himself - past and present.
1. Ren . P. 41
2. Ren. P. 49
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For this reason Pico della Mirandola has a high place among the
great Italians of the fifteenth century.
Finally, it remained for a later age to reconcile
Greek and Hebrew religion. For Pico's era, the only reconcil-
iation lay in the fields of the imagination. Pico was instru-
mental in developing a new mythology combining both the Greek
and Hebrew conceptions of life.
1
Sandro Boticelli is the study of an Italian Pain-
ter, the illustrator of Dante. Pater sees him as "a poetical
painter blending the charm of li/ve and color." He dwells on
the visionary melancholy of the painter, the strange mixture
of idealism and realism which runs through his works.
In an age of colorful personalities, his life is
almost colorless. He early fell under the spell of Dante. He
became the illustrator for the 1481 edition of the Divine Com-
edy . He does not represent Dante in the orthodox manner of
2
heaven, hell and purgatory. He rather "accepts that middle
world in which men take no side in great conflicts." His mor-
ality is all sympathy. It is this which gives to his madonnas
their unique expression and charm."
Boticelli 1 s work is marked by a wistfulness and
melancholy. He lacks a complete grasp of the resources of art
But Pater believes that his greatness lies in his freshness. He
displays the uncertain and diffident promise which is truly rep-
1. Italian Artist and Humanist - 15 th cent.
2. Ren. P. 52
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resentative of the earlier Renaissance itself. Herein lies his
special virtue.
1
In Lucia della Robbla Pater attempts to unite the
pleasures derivable from sculpture with the older and homlier
art of pottery making. Lucia della Robbia was one of the great
fifteenth century sculptors. He lived a life of labor and fru-
gality. After producing many works in marble, he became desir-
2
ous of working with a humbler material, the decoration of pot-
tery. On this humble path, he found his way to new success.
3
The greatness of Lucia is what the French call •intimate 1 , a
profound expressiveness, a subtle sense of originality. This
virtue is rare in all art, but rarest of all in that of sculp-
ture. The system of Lucia stands midway between the "allge-
meinheit" or universitali ty of the Greek 1 s, and the rough in-
complete system of Michelangelo.
The Poetry of Michelangelo treats one of the lesser
known talents of the versatile Italian genius. Pater character-
izes his poetry as sweetness tempered by strength. His poems
are the result of the struggle of a strong nature; they make us
spectators of this struggle and they are in themselves sweet
and pensive. In Michelangelo we see the extremes of a volcanic
nature; his genius is of a wonderful strength verging constantly
on what is singular or strange. He possesses an energy of con-
ception, mingled with a loveliness usually found only in the
1. 15th Cent. Italian Sculptor.
2. Decorating earthenware pottery.
3. Ren. P. 71
t
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simplest natural things. His was "a desirous, rugged, uncom-
for ted nature", haunted by the desire for creation. In his raw,
convulsive energy, he sums up the character of medieval art.
Pater believes that the motif of all Michelangelo*
s
work is creation of man. For him it is not the last and crown-
ing act of a series of developments, but the first and unique
act, the creation of life itself in its supreme form. Whether
the subject of his work be Pagan or Christian, resurrection is
the main theme. He shows life coming with the relief of recov-
2
ery, and opposed to inert matter. "And it is in this penetra-
tive suggestion of life that the secret of that sweetness of his
is to be found. He gives us only the coldest, mos telementar
y
shadowing of rock or tree, only the asutere truths of human na-
ture. But the brooding spirit of life itself is there; and the
summer may burst out in a moment."
His life was storm, "the strength often turning to
bitterness is not far to seek." At the age of thirty, he was
acknowledged a master. He had little respect for Pope or King.
In his youth, he wrote sonnets and madrigals, which show "a deep
delight in carWal form and color. He had one love affair - with
Vittoria Colenna. Pater contrasts Dante's passion for Beatrice
with this . The former affair was one of youth - the latter of
age. Vittoria is a woman already old and experienced. Dante is
sensual - intent on outward beauty. Michelangelo is seeking an
2. Ren. P. 73
1
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inner beauty, that abstract idealistic form "about which Pla-
tonists reason ."
1
"Frost and fire" declares Pater, "are almost the
only images of his poetry. Yet above all in the warmth and in-
tensity of his political sonnets, he resembles Dante - but the
lady of his heart was Florence." He lingered on to be of im-
mense patriarchal age" because the Gods loved him." He lived
into a world beyond his generation.
Pater believed that Michelangelo must be approached
through his predecessors. He is the last and greatest of the
Florentines. His dependence on his predecessors is seen first
in his treatment of the Creation. For "the Creation of Man had
haunted the mind of the middle age like a dream." The second
Florentine tradition is his preoccupation with death, "Outre-
tombe is the main current of Italian thought from Dante to Sav-
onorola." Pity is the burden of Michelangelo 1 s thoughts of
death. He shows always "a hopeless, ray less almost-heathen sor-
row." There are four symbolical figures of his in the sacristy
of San Lorenzo called Night, Day, Twilight, and Dawn. These sym
bolical titles are "far too definite" for they are more direct
expressions of Michelangelo 1 s thoughts. They show "vague and
wistful speculation. He lacks Dante 1 s firm faith in immortali-
ty. Lacking spiritual certainty then, Michelangelo becomes the
poet inquiring into the mystery which preceded life, and the
1. Ren. P. 87
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change which comes after. His sweetness is made up of these
wistful dreamy inquiring thoughts.
Here is one of Pater 1 s best treatments. Few of
Michelangelo's admirers know of his literary achievements. In
discussing his poetry, Pater brings out a latent quality in the
great artist - his sweetness. He rounds out the character of
Michelangelo for us, and gives us some conception of the mighty
hidden forces within this strange man. Pater's prose at times
becomes hauntingly beautiful It is a deeply sincere study - a
tribute to a strange and wonderful figure of the renaissance.
His formula "Sweetness tempered! by strength" reveals Pater's true
skill at sympathetic interpretation.
LEONARDO Da VINCI is the most elaborate
and brilliant treatment of any figure in the Renaissance . It
contains some of Pater's best prose poetry, haunting descriptive
passages worthy of the beauty -haunted soul of Leonardo. Pater
believes that there is a certain mystery in da Vinci's work, a
quality which half fascinates, half repels. He crowded all his
chief work into a few tormented years of his life.
His life has three jdivisions ; according to Pater
"twenty years at Milan, then nineteen years of wandering 'till
he sinks to rest under the protection of Francis the first. In
his early youth he attracted notice, when given an angel's head
to paint by his master, Verrochio, he easily outdid the latter.
Perfection early became his ideal. He learned the art of going
deep, of tracking out the sources of expression. He was smitten
((
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wlth"a love of the impossible." Two ideas were fixed in his
1
mind; "the smiling of women, and the motion of great waters."
Like Dante, he sees the curious beauty of the grotesque. All
of his swarming fancies unite in the Medusa of the Uffizii. For
2
"the fascination of corruption penetrates in every touch its
exquisitely finished beauty."
He is constantly trying to discover the secret
of giving immortality to the subtlest and most delicate effects
of painting. He is possessed of curious secrets. For him,
philosophy is that which enables us to see into the source of
things. Much of the spirit of the older alchemy still hange
about him. The two elementary forces in Leonardo's genius are
curiosity and the desire of beauty.
The fifteenth century, says Pater, involved a re-
turn to antiquity and a return to nature. If Raffaelle repre-
sents the return to antiquity, Leonardo marks the return to
nature. He is interested in nature's perpetual surprises, her
microscopic sense of finish, her finesse and delicacy of opera-
tion. So we find him taking up the study of natural science.
He sought to penetrate the most intimate secrets of nature, and
his work filled thirteen volumes. He was likewise interested
in human nature, and became a greut painter of portraits. He
was able to catch and retain the slightest facial emotions.
Pater sees touch of Germany also in Leonardo. He
1. Ren. P.P. 205-6
2. Ibid.
c(
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anticipates modern Germany in his inventive and searching spirit.
1
He compares favorable with Goethe, for Goethe sometimes suf-
fered from use of too much scientific lore. Leonardo, on the
other hand, can choose the moment of » bien etre 1 which pleases
the eye, while it satisfies the soul.
Leonardo 1 s great portrait, the Last Supper , was fin-
ished in 1497. It was painted on the low gloomy wall of a
Church refectory. Many anecdotes are told about it. In 1498
it was used as a target by French bowmen. Goethe has written
a pensive study of the sad fortunes of this painting. Within
fifteen years, this great masterpiece had fallen into decay.
Pater believes that La Gioconda was Leonardo's
greatest work. We have here a famous figure seated on a marble
chair in a circle of fantastic rocks. It is a face marked by
the weariness of life. Here are all the thoughts and experi-
ences of this world, "the animalism of Greece, the lust of Rome,
and the reverie of the middle age."
2
"She is older than the rocks among which she sits,
like the vampire, she has been dead many times and learned the
secrets Gf the grave, and has been a diver in deep seas, and
keeps their fallen day about her."
A perpetual life is seen in her face or rather the
combined expression of many lives. It is a summing up of all
the threads of human sorrow, a composite of the experiences of
1. See Faust Bk. II
2. Re. P. 125 ___ _______
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life. The Mona Lise is the symbol of the modern idea, the idea
of humanity "wrought upon by and summing up in itself, all modes
1
of thought and life." "Perhaps of all ancient pictures, time
has chilled it least."
Leonardo 1 s great years were those spent at Flor-
ence. Here his history is the history of art and he himself
is lost in the bright cloud of it. His last great work was
the Battle of the Standard . The citizens of Florence offered a
competition to decorate the great walls of the Council Chamber.
He had Michelangelo as his rival. The mural is an incident
from the battle of Anghiari, in which two parties of soldiers
fight for a standard. This mural, too, has been obliterated
by time. Through accounts given of it, we may discern that
there were terrible things in it - yet one drawing discloses
a lovely field of waving armoujr.
In 1514, Leonardo was found at Rome. Here he fell
into the intrigue of Italian politics, and was accused of har-
boring French sympathies. But Francis I, King of France ,was at-
tracted by the finesse 1 of Leonardo. He offered him a little
chateau in the pleasant valley of the Masse. Here Leonardo
passed the last days of his life. He became part of the Italian
movement in French art. France indeed became the haven of the
2
aftershire of Italian renaissance art. "Under a strange mixture
of lights then, Italian art dies away as a French exotic."
1. Ren. P. 125
2. Ren. P. 128
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Pater raises two questions concerning Leonardo's
death, the precise form of his religion and whether Francis I
was present at the time . It is questionable whether Leonardo,
the Searcher into nature's secrets, would accept Christianity
which places so much on faith above, but at any rate, he says,
they are of little importance in the estimation of Leonardo's
genius. Surely, such a questioning soul as his much have looked
forward to death with great anticipation.
This essay, in my opinion, brings out best the
rhapsodic quality of Pater. The soliliquy on Mona Lisa is in
itself a prose poem of great and haunting beauty. Here is lit-
erary criticism which is in itself pure creation. The delicacy
and finesse of Pater's own style shows up; he reveals himself
1
as an artist in prose writing. "For meditative sublime and ex-
quisite phrasing, Pater never surpassed this essay." It is,
perhaps, the best instance of Pater's early mastery of his art.
2
Benson believes that this essay is better for the
style of the criticism than its accuracy. Pater was wrong in
his judgment of the Medusa picture. It shows very strong evi-
dences of classical and realistic influences. The head is clas-
sical, the serpents realistic. Again, he treats Leonardo as a
realist. There is no basis of truth in this, for the influence
of realism had not begun to be felt at his date, or at all e-
vents, in his work. Finally, the enthusiastic treatment of the
1. Benson P. 41
2. Ibid P. 49
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angel 1 s head in Verrochio f s painting. There are in reality two
heads, ill drawn and unfinished.
But all this affects, very little, the qualities of
the essay. It is creative, forceful criticism with great artis-
tic qualities, although lacking in technical detail,
1
The School of Giorglone is one of Pater's more
elaborate later compositions. We find here a tendency to in-
fuse a metaphusical tendency into art criticism. The stress
here is largely on the sensual aspect of art.
Pure art addresses neither sense nor intellect, hut
imaginative reason through the senses. Each art, therefore, has
its own special mode of reaching the imagination, its own sensu-
ous charm. The true functions of aesthetic criticism, then, are
"to estimate the degree in which a given work of art fulfills
its responsibilities to its special material" and to note that
2
special charm which sets the work apart. Lessing made an im-
portant contribution in his analysis of the spheres of sculpture
and poetry. But a true appreciation is possible only in the
light of a whole system of such art casuistries. In estimating
the appeal of art, we must use an analytic method, rather than
seek to blend the appeal of different modes of artistic expres-
sion.
3
"All art constantly aspires towards the condition
of music." The latter is the only art which makes its appeal
1. Influential Italian Painter.
2. See Lessing 1 s Laocoon .
3. Ren. P.
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through pure form. Music and not poetry is the true type or
measure of perfected art. Art is always seeking to become in-
dependent of mere intelligence and to become an instrument of
pure perception. Music most completely realizes this artistic
ideal; this perfect identification of form and matter.
The greatness of Girogione, 3 ays Pater, lies in
the fact that he is the inventor of genre; that is, he detaches
and sets each part of his work apart. He was himself an admir-
able musician and musical scenes (people listening to music)
are the tbeme of much of his work. Born very near to Titian,
Giorgione was overshadowed by him.
His work was much more limited than Titian 1 s, but
he exerted a lifelong influence over the latter. Only six or
igight pictures of Giorgione 1 s remain and of these only one is
known to be from his hand. The fame of Girogione lies in his
legend which sprang up about the middle of the sixteenth cen-
tury. It was then that his work became fashionable among col-
lectors and a multitude of imitations came into circulation.
Therefore, for modern critics, the greatness of Girogione has
come down mostly as a name and a legend. Yet one picture re-
mains which justifies the legend. It is called the Concert , in
which a cowled monk is seen at a harpsichord about to burst in-
to song. Pater speaks of the sustained evenness of perfection
in the Concert .
Pater then goes on to illustrate what he calls the
school of Giorgione. It is the school of genre and employs it-
r
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self mainly with painted idylls. It deals in the production of
pictorial poems. Its productions are painted poems but they
belong to the sort of poetry which tells itself without an art-
iculated story^. "With resolution, ease, and quickness, he repro
duces instantaneous motion." *rt of this sort is constantly as-
piring to the law or condition of music. Song or its accompan-
iment is prominent as a subject. The world of Italian music
was then forming. In Giorgione f s school, life itself is con-
1
ceived as a sort of "listening to music, to the sound of water,
to time as it flies." We have also the constant presence of
water, "of fresh rain nev/ly passed through the air." These
Venetian painters "work with gold dust or spin with a golden
thread."
The special feature of this essay is Pater's atten-
tion to music. NcJVheree. else does he give such complete atten-
tion to this form of art. Likewise his designation of music
as the most ideal of the arts is significant. Again we have/a
stress on the philosophy of sense. The essence of art, Pater
believes, is sensual impression. Pure perception through our
senses then is for him the measure of art. Music which makes
its appeal through pure form is the most nearly perfect of the
arts
.
In the essay, JOACHIM DU BELLAY
.
Pater turns his
attention to that later movement known as the French renaissance
1. Ren. P. 149
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He believes that th?s movement was not due to Italian influ-
ences in France, but was rather the last and greatest period of
the middle age itself.
1
"Not the introduction of a wholly new taste from
Italy, but rather the finest and subtlest phase of the middle
age itself, its last fleeing splendor und temperate St. Mar-
tins summer."
It is a French movement in which the true Gothic
spirit prevailed. It is seen in the paintings of Francois Glou
et, in the songs of Villon, and the poetry of the Pleinade.
Ronsard was the founder of the movement in the fields of liter-
ature. The old French chanson, rude and formless in essence,
became in the hands of Ronsard a sort of Pindaric ode. He gave
it a sustained system, a sort of strophe and antistrophe, which
serves to sustain interest.
Ronsard soon came to have a school. Six other poets
threw in their lot with him. Remy Belleau, Antoine de Baif,
Pontus de Tyard, Etienne Jodelle, Jean Daurat, and Joachim de
Bellay. These men banded together to form the Pleiade and to
begin a literary revolution in France. The first note in this
battle was struck by DuBellay in his Deffense et Illustration
de la Langue Francolse . Here he sought to illustrate and en-
noble the Franch language. DeBellay defends the French tongue
as a literary instrument, likening it to Latin in its early
state of development. He takes issue with those who believe
that Greek
1 . Bfin ? . 1 fifi -—==
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and Latin are the only fit tongues for poetry and philosophy.
Finally he stands for a new national school of French Litera-
ture .
The Pleiade encouraged translations of the classics
into French. DuBellay himself translated two books of the
Aeneid. He dees not hold with those who believe that the tongue
can be ennobled by translations of classics; however, rather he
believes that the French tongue must exercise the true creative
functions, and build up a new national literature of its own.
Born in the year 1572, D,u3ellay was eonstantly
plagued by ill health. He was early saddled with family re-
sponsibility. He spent five years at Rome, where he became
imbued with Italian renaissance culture. A trifler in Greek
and Latin verse, he was fonder of his own homely tongue. He
returned to France, there to die at the age of thirty five.
The chief interest of DttBellay's poetry is that he
illustrates the age and temper of the school to which he be-
longs. He writes chiefly court poetry and his work is full of
the flowery figures and Pe trarchianisms of the period. Mingled
with these is the spirit of the old French troubadours. "His
poetry is full of quaint remote learning." He seeks to unite
the music of Latin into polished verse, with the rough un-
rhymed French of Villon and his group, to make a new school of
Breach poetry. Music of line is a chief aim of the Pleiade and
courtly love the main theme. It is the beginning of the "poesie
intime" in which the poet takes his audience into his innermost
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mood or confidence
•
Thus Di/3ellay and his school represent the new
national movements that were part of the later renaissance.
The French Renaissance was not a spreading influence from Italy
it was rather a flowering of the best medieval culture. It was
purely a national movement in art and literature. It was part
of a progressive spirit, in which men began to realize that the
world is not static, that they themselves possessed creations
of great artistic value, which later ages might develop into
cultures rivaling those of Greece and Rome.
1
The essay on WINCKELMANN is one of Pater 1 s more
auto-biographical studies. Pater saw in this figure an eight-
eenth century man imbued with the true renaissance spirit. Eve?|i
Goethe had seen in Winckelmann "a teacher who had made his ca-
reer possible
2
Winckelmann 1 s youth was dark and stormy. After a
severe intellectual struggle, he became aware of the perfect
beauty of Greek art. He renounced all study, save that of the
literature of art. He joined the Catholic Church and trans-
formed himself to Rome, where he wrote a History of Ancient Art
His end was tragic, for he was murdered on a journey by a fel-
low traveler at Tireste. Pater saw Winckelmann a type of him-
self, cir his own intellectual struggles, and his conversion to
the influence of art.
1. Eighteenth Cent. German Art Critic.
2. Benson P. 29
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Goethe considers that Winckelmann was a pagan, that
Christianity meant nothing to him. He entered Rome notoriously
with the works of Voltaire in his possession. But, on the other
hand, he had a sense of a certain antique and pagan grandeur in
the Roman Catholic religion. Protestantism he believed had cut
itself off from the supreme tradition of beauty in art. There-
fore, while in Italy, he professed the Komish religion. At his
death, he received the rites of the Catholic Church.
V/hile at Dresden, he published his first book,
Thoughts on the Imitation of Greek Works of Art * Although full
of obscurities, it turned from artificial neo classicism to a
direct study of the antique. In 1755, he went to ^ome in the
company of a young Jesuit. Here he fell under the spell of
Ancient civilization. This encouraged him to the writing of
his greatest work, the History of Ancient Art .
"By no people, says Winckelmann, "has beauty been
so highly revered as among the ancient Greeks." Perfection of
form and symmetry was their definite goal. This is carried out
in all forms of Greek activity, in their sports and in their
religion. Greek religion does not see mind as independent of
the flesh, for "humanity is still confused with the fantastic
inter -de terminate life of the animal and vegetable world."
Lordship of the soul is recognized, but never completely apart
from the body. Thus it followed that the Greek ideal expressed
1. Ren. P. 187
2. Ren. P. 207
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itself preeminently in sculpture. All art is given a sensuous
element in color, form and sound."
The arts themselves may be ranged in a series cor-
responding to a series of developments in the human mind itself.
Thus the art of ancient Egypt was architecture, that of Greece,
sculpture and painting, music and poetry that of the modern age.
Greek art held forth two general characteristics, repose (hei-
terheit) and generality (allgemeinheit ) . The basis of modern
artistic genius on the other hand, is the power of conceiving
1
humanity "in a new striking, re joicing way." In this realm,
painting and poetry have an almost unlimited realm.
Pater's treatment of Winckelrnann is highly rever-
ential. The latter is the ideal type of humanist, - curious,
analytical and appreciative. Much is made of the relationship
2
with Goethe. While "he is infinitely less than Goethe, it is
chiefly because at certain points he comes in contact with Goethe
that criticism entertains consideration of him." He is not of
the modern world, nor is he of the eighteenth century. But the
note of revolt against the eighteenth century, which we detect
in Goethe, was first struck by Winckelrnann."
For that union of romanticism and Hellenism which is
found in Goethe we may thank Winckelrnann. For in Goethe, is
found both "allgemeinheit" and "Hei terkel t"
,
mingled with all the
spirit of the romantic age. "im Ganzen, Guten, Wahren, resolvt
1. Ren. P. 210
2. Ren. P« 226 __=^=_ =
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z& leben" - this marked the intellectual spirit of the great
Goethe. He is a universal writer and. his philosophy is that
of the whole. Thus he mingles art and metophysics, hellenism
and romanticism, sensuality and intellect.
In conclusion, Pater speaks of divine passion,
the love of art for its own sake. This quality Winckelmann
possessed in full measure. It was seen among the Greeks and
is represented in modern times by Rousseau, Goethe, and Victor
1
Hugo, among others. "Of this wisdom, the poetic passion
,
the
desire of beauty, the love of art for art's sake, has not; for
art comes to you professing frankly to give nothing but the
highest quality to your moments as they pass, and simply for
those moments sake."
In placing this essay, we see that it is not
among Pater's best. It is a work of his youth and highly
slanted. It is full of enthusiasm for things of antiquity.
While it contains striking passages, the work is not well uni-
fied or balanced. It treats three separate topics, Winckel-
2
mann, Goethe, and Greek sculpture. Coherance, the first law
of good criticism, is lacking. The 'epicurean spirit of Pater's
youth, however, is seen, and the essay is a good representative
of the Renaissance*
The Conclusion to the Renaissance strikes the
keynote of Pater's epicureanism. Having held to a sensuous
note throughout the essays, he concludes by expounding a doc-
1. Ren. P. 239
2. Her* for Greek Studies
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trine of pure sensuality. In the first place, all things, phy-
sical and mental, are transient, fleeting and unreliable. Phy-
sical life is nothing but a combination of natural elements.
Mental life is a whirlpool, a loosely fixed group of impressions
1
in the mind. "Experience already reduced to a swarm of impres-
sions is ringed round for each one of us by that thick wall of
personality through which no real voice has ever penetrated."
Every individual is an isolated unit. The mind is marked by a
series of fleeing images, tremulous wisps constantly forming
and reforming, weaving and unweaving, but always passing away.
the human spirit into sharp and eager observation. "Not the
2
fruit of experience, but experience itself" is the true end. We
must seek to pass most swiftly from point to point, and be pres-
ent "always at the point where the greatest number of vital for-
ces unite in their purest energy."
these fleeting impressions, mean as much as possible, "to burn
with a hard gemlike flame". Since all is melting under our feet,
we must catch at any exquisite position t;hat stire the senses, that
sets the spirit free for a moment. With the awful brevity of
life, we shall hardly have the time to mate theories about things.
3
To see, to touch, to experience, is all we may hope to achieve."
The true purpose of philosophy, then, is to rouse
True success in life is to make these moments,
#
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We spend our interval of life in various ways.
We are all condemned, but we live on under a sort of indefinite
1
reprieve. "Some spend this interval in listlessness , some in
high passions, the wisest in art and song. For our one chance
lies in expanding that interval, in getting as many pulsations
as possible into the given time." For this, too shall soon pass
away.
It is this Epilogue which has caused the most ad-
verse criticism of Walter Pater. It provoked bitter attack from
the best critics, including the Mr. Rose incident. It has been
called atheistic, irresponsible, and blasphemous.
In truth, it is not the doctrine of a happy man.
It involves a negative philosophy, a frank admission of the
transiency of human existance. If we are to believe Pater, we
must admit that there is no ultimate end to life, that we are
merely placed here by a disinterested creator who leaves us to
go our own way for a moment, and get what joy we can from the
process. In such a case, we can expect no ultimate morality,
no ethical reason. The universe has no sense nor order to it.
Moreover, Pater contradicts his own standards of living, for we
know that he himself had high ethical standards. Probably he
did not realize the implications of what he was saying. This is
a philosophy of the frustrated, incoherent, negative, and serv-
ing no good intent, or purpose. It is definitely the wrong con-
ception of life.
1. Renaissance P. 238
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It is interesting to compare Pater 1 s philosophy
1
with that of Carlyle. Carlyle, too, saw the evil and inconsist-
ancy of life; like Pater he passed through a period of doubt and
pessimism, but he arrived ultimately at a working philosophy.
2
Carlyle discovers that the ultimate ends of life are good, that
there is a definite end to living. Work, he discovers, is the
final road to happiness. Therefore, while Pater tells us to
live for the moment, and be happy, Carlyle finds out that we
should ignore the moment's happiness and rather strive for ulti-
mate achievement. We were not put here to be happy, but to be
useful and aid our fellows. This latter is a far sounder doc-
trine than Pater 1 s epicureanism.
It is not easy to make a final appraisal of the
Renaissance . Probably it has had the most significant influence
of any of Pater's works. It became the manifesto of those who
stood for art for art's sake. It was the inciting cause for
the founding of an aesthetic school of the 1890 1 s, led by Oscar
Wilde. Moreover, it established its author as a man of letters •
Pater created his own theory of the Renaissance.
He saw it evolving out of the middle age itself, not as a sep-
arate &t alien movement. Moreover, he saw it as beginning
in France, not Italy. It sprang from the secular literature of
the middle ages, and from the great poetic cycles. Then hav-
ing budded in France, it blossomed in fifteenth century Italy.
It Carlyle Sartus Resartus Everlasting No
2, Ibid Everlasting Yea
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Hie great genius of the Italians was in art and sculpture, and
it is along these lines that the new learning flourished. But
in the ib xt century, the Renaissance returned to France, the lane
of its origin. This produced the second or French Renaissance,
so famous in art and literature. The Renaissance then came in
three waves or stages; the medieval, the Italian and the French.
The fault of Pater's work was that he did not go
deep enough; he made no attempts to establish his points. He
was not a good historian; his ideas are sound, but his treatment
light and superficial. Moreover, he deals only with the realm
of literature and art, and the Renaissance had far deeper roots
than these. In the realm of human culture, the social factor,
he is notoriously silent. Yet the work is not "mere impression-
ism."
As regards the essays themselves, only those
dealing with literature are of technical value. For Pater had
no technical knowledge of art; he is merely an appreciator. The
soundest treatments he makes are those of Pico della Mirandola,
and the Poetry of Michaelangelo. The latter is unquestionably
the best treatment in the book. Pater catches something of the
true spirit of the man and the age in which he lived.
The essays on art are valuable as essays for they
are true gems of Pater's style. For sheer beauty, the essay on
Michael Angelo is Pater's masterpiece. It is criticism which is
in itself pure creation. It is a true example of poetry in prose
and stands as Pater's most colorful essay. Sandro Butticelli,
i
i
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Lucia Delia Robbia , and the School of Giroglone are attempts at
evaluating other artists of the Italian Renaissance. They are
all good sound essays from a literary point of view, although
not all of Pater* s opinions are credible. He is here writing
of a subject about which he knows very little, and his opinions
are not those of an expert. On the whole, however, he has made
a good interpretation of a difficult subject, and created some
profound critical essays.
1
Ferris Greens let sees the Renaissance as an at-
tempt to present a summary of the humanistic tendencies of the
movement and mingled with it, some pleading for Pater 1 s own
Cyrenaic philosophy of life. This is on the whole, true. Hie
worst fault of the work is the constant emphasis upon sense .
The work is bare of any ethical doctrine. It is strictly Pagan
document, a product of Pater's early life.
In making the transition from the Renaissance to
the Greek period of Pater, which is the subject of the next
chapter, we will note that this element of sense is continued.
In the Greek Studies he attempts to justify epicureanism as a part
of Greek religion. The joyous religion of the Greek* s, Pater
says, was due in part to the fact that they had not evolved the
distinction between flesh and spirit. These books are products
of Pater's youth. Not until his later writings do we recognize
that ethical note, which was actually such a part of his life.
1. Greenslet Walter Pater P. 35
rc
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ANCIENT GREECE
Ch. Ill
There is no more profound critic of Greece and
things Greek in the whole of English letters, than Walter Pater
During the whole of his life, he was a teacher and interpreter
of the classics. The Greek spirit permeates all of his writ-
1
ings . Even in the Renaissance , much heed is paid to the Helle-
nic influence and the essay on Winckelmann is introduced there
thiefly on that account.
During the years 1875 and 1876, Pater composed mos
of the Greek Studies . They follow closely on the heels of his
Renaissance
.
The essays did not apps ar in book form, however,
until after his death. We must note that a strong note of sense
pervades these essays. Pater is]still following the doctrines
j
of his famous Epilogue . In the Studies , he again treats the
subjects of religion, literature and art.
The Studies open with a Study of Dionysus , which is
an attempted definition of Greek religion. We should not make
the mistake of speaking of Greek religion, but rather religions -
for each race and district had a belief of its own. It was
never harmonized into a system - for each occupation had its
patron deity.
The religion of Dionysus was that of the people who
dwelt in the wine country. It was a religion of pure sense and
joy - and its ceremonies were Bacchie revela.
1. Edward Thomas Walter Pater P. 110
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This religion grew out of one of many modes of
1
primitive tree worship. It spring from a universal primitive
belief that trees and vines are the habitations of living spir-
its. It is a true worship of the vine. Primitive man regard-
ed the plant life cycle with superstitious awe. He saw the
vines die in the fall and re.turn to life in the spring. Prom
this sprang the first vague ideas of the immortality of the
soul. A living God Dionysus was seen as the living spirit of
the vine. He became the son of Zeus (fire) and Semele. His
mother was destroyed by the lightnings of Zeus, he was saved
by a cooling cloud sent by Hye, the dew. Dionysus then is seen
as the spiritual son of fire and dew.
Certain seasonal festivals grew out of this plant
worship. The death and rebirth of the God was celebrated by
feasting, drinking and games.
2
"Dionysus" as we see Mm in art and poetry, is the
projected expression of the ways and dreams of this primitive
people, brooded over and harmonized by the energetic Greek im-
agination." The Greeks brought him together and gave him human
form, for they never got beyond the anthropomorphic stage
•
Greek sculpture has close associations with these
primitive religious beliefs. The sculptor sought to give form
and being to the abstract deities. Zeus, for instance, was
1. Greek Studies P. 3
2. Ibid. P. 22
r
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originally the open sky, from which the thunder came. He rep-
resented wind, rain, victory, light and the universal spirit of
life. It was the task of the sculptor to represent all these
things in human form. Hence all through Greek art, there is
1
a struggle "between the palpable and limited human form, and
the floating essence it is to centain." The two tendencies
met and were harmonized in the work of Pheidias in sculpture,
of Aeschylus in the drama.
2
The word wine and the legend of Dionysus is older
than the separation of the Indo Germanic race. In Athens, how-
ever, Dionysus was counted as the youngest of the Gods. He is
a God of youth and belongs to the young, yet is not above sor-
row. He has his times of struggle and hard won triumph. It
is out of this struggle that all Greek tragedy grows - for out
of these festivals sprang the first crude forms of the drama.
Pater points out that Dionysus *as a favorite sub-
ject for the artists of the Italian Renaissance. He is an em-
bodiment of the glory of nature to which the Renaissance was
a return. "The Bacchus" was treated by many artists, including
Titian, A favorite subject was his yearly return to the under-
world .
Pater concludes by relating several of the legends,
concerning Dionysus. In the mountains of Thrace, the gloomy
side of the God took its strongest hold. He became a vengeful
1. Gr. Stud . P. 28
P. TMH. P. *P
r
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God, paying his enemies in kind. He became symbolic with the
fears of the hunter, the fear of extended winter, and human sac-f
rifice. The tradition of human sacrifice to appease Dionysus
lingered long in Greece.
Pater would have a natural interest in Dionysus.
He is the God most representative of the epicurean spirit. Pa-
ter's treatment shows evidence of searching scholarship. He
brings out the fact that the Greeks never had a uniform reli-
gion, but rather each group had its own patron God or Goddess,
while all acknowledged Zeus as father of the hierachy. Diony-
sus is patron of the vine growers, he springs out of fire and
dew. The Greek religion was so anthropomorphic, that it re-
quired development of two imitative arts - sculpture and drama.
Pater brings out these isolated but important facts
in vivid form. They are a necessary preamble to any study of
Greek life. They bring out the seeds and roots of early Greek
art. That harmony of nature and art, which typifies the Greeks
is well represented. This is one of the better essays, a thor-
ough treatment of a limited topic.
The next essay, The Bacchanals of Euripides is in
1
much the same spirit as the first. Wright considers it "a kind
of paraphrase of Euripides play." This play Pater says is
closely connected with the worship of Dionysus. It is a central
monument to the Dionysus legend. In the Bacchanals we have an
1. Wright II P. 3
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example of "the figurative or imaginative power of poetry."
In reading Euripides play, we are dealing with a single real
2
object, "not the uncertain effects of many half fancied objects
Euripides is writing in the subdued mood of old age.
The play is penetrated with a quiet wisdom. It is a play of
reflexion rather than of action. Euripides is in an acquien-
scent mood, he seeks to make his peace with men. He had said
many diverse things about religion; now he wants to pacify the
Gods. So he composes a hymneal play in honor of the God Dion-
ysus .
Pater proceeds to give a running description of the
3
progress of the play. "The scenes in old Thessaly are brought
before us with extra ordinary vividness." Dionysus himself
speaks the prologue. He is on a journey through the world to
found a new religion. His first motive is the vindication of
his mother Semele, slain by Zeus ! s lightnings s. He visits
4
Thebes, scene of his mothers sorrows. "His image has a singu-
lar completeness of symbo] ical effect. The incidents of a
fully developed human personality are superinduced on the mys-
tical and abstract essence."
Euripides crosses the Theban with the gloomier Thra-
cian legend. This trace of gloom is discernable from the first
The chorus emphasizes this in words more effective than any
1. Greek Studies P. 50
2. T6id"
3. Ibid
4. Ibid P. 58
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painted scenery. As Dionysus is a woman 1 s deity, the chorus is
composed of Theban women.
Pater uses his rich prose effectively in describ-
ing this Ba.chic mystery play. Scene by scene he discloses the
striking action of the drama. His narration becomes a series
1
of pictursi. "The actual movement is retarded by his peculiar
use of words." The character of Dionysus becomes more and more
striking. At the end he is "a hunter, and man the prey he hunts
for." The burden of the whole tragic situation is transferred
to him. The Bacchanals supplement the chorus to make the con-
2
ception complete. He represents "that mystical being of Greek
tradition to whom all these experiences his madness - the chase
his imprisonment and death, his rebirth,
,
really belong."
Pater proceeds to speak of the Sophism of Euripides
To it belongs "this softened version of the Bacchic madness.
For we have here both versions of Dionysus . There is first the
gentle, laughing harvest deity of the Thebans. Secondly, there
is the cruel God of the Thracians - the eater of raw flesh. A
deep undercurrant of horror runs all through this masque of
3
spring." "Dionysus is ultimately both the hunter and the spoil.
In these first two of the Greek Studies , Pater has
given us a fairly complete study of the cult of Dionysus. The
Bacchanals give us a picture of the catual rites paid to the
1. Thomas P. 131
2. G. S. P. 76
3. G. S. P. 77
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deity. The fault of the Bacchanals is that Pater attempts to
describe a v/hole play, but action is replaced by a series of
1
pictures. As Thomas says, "Pater's words will not be fitted
to actions. The characters are lordly and distinguished and
rigid, the gesture given to them is beautiful, but it cannot
change. They are figures in cold marble."
This is an essay in typical Paterian style. It is
good, scholarly work, and the ideas set forth are excellent.
But as far as warmth of action is Concerned, Pater simply does
not have it. The figures described in the Bacchanals are
sculptured forms. They have not the breath of real life.
The next study is a treatment of the old legend
of Demeter and Perephone . Pater believes that no legend is more
curious than this. It is a relic of the earlier inhabitants
of Greece which later became a central phase of worship. It
springs originally from the Homeric hymn to Demeter, which was
rediscovered in 1780. This has been assigned to a date as early
as six hundred years before Christ. In this essay, Pater is at-
tempting to weave together the details in the development of
this myth.
2
Demeter is the "lady of sorrows" of the ancient
world. She is pictured as passing over land and sea in search
of her daughter Persephone, who had been carried off by Plut©.
In her anger at being deprived of her daughter, she visits the
1. Thomas P. 125
2. Wright II P. 3
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world with famine. She will not withdraw this drought until Zeus
restores her daughter. Finally, it is decreed that Persephone
shall spend two thirds of the year on earth with her mother.
The other third is to be passed in the underworld. During this
latter third of the year, we have winter when the seed lies dor-
mant in the earth. When Persephone returns to Demeter, the seeds
sprout and we have spring.
1
Pater sees three different influences in the devel-
opment of this myth. There is first the half conscious or mys-
tical phase. This is the oral stage of the legend when it passes
from month to month. Even Homer speaks of these characters in
the "JJJLad. Next comes its conscious or literary phase. The
myth is fixed in outline and recited by the bards. Thirdly, the
myth passes into its ethical phase. Here the persons and inter-
ests of the narrative are realized as abstract symbols. It be-
comes a part of the religion of the people. Demeter becomes the
symbol of divine grief. Persephone is the Goddess of death, but
with promise of life to come.
Out of this there grew up what were known as the
2
Eleusinian Mysteries - which seem to have symbolized the leading
events in the story of two Goddesses. These became seasonal fes-
tivals. Pater sees in them a resemblance to Palm Sunday, and to
All Soul»s Day.
These festivals are largely in tune with the neo
1. G. S. P. 91
2. Wright II P. 4
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Platonic philosophy. This latter invisages nature with the
unity of a living spirit or person. It sees every phase of
nature not as mechanical motion, but as profoundly impression-
able spirits. To these, the Greeks could always turn "in awe -
1
full yet hopeful supplication."
The personification of these abstract ideas is to blfe
found in Sculpture. Symbollism was a great gift of the Greeks.
This is tied in with that aane new Platonism. The Gods of Greek
mythology overlap each other, yet each one is symbollic of some-
thing. The story of Demeter was the work of no single author,
2
but represents "The whole consciousness of an age." It grew up
gradually and in different places."
Moreover, the worship of Demeter belongs to that old
hearth religion, contemporary to Homer. She is "Mother of the
3
seed
,
protector of the vine." The myth is tied in with the
very early, semi primitive worship of the ancestors of the Greek.
It is a country religion, of men living close to nature.
Pater concludes with some general renarks on Greek
religion.. The worship of sorrow had little or no place among
the Greeks. Their 1 s is supposed to have been a happy religion.
But the legend of Demeter and Persophone is a notable exception.
4
It reveals the more serious aspect of their worship. "It was
made by and for a sorrowful ,wistful , anxious people."
1. G. S . P. 98
2. "GT"S". P. 101
3. TbTa" P. 103
4. Ibid. P. 112
•
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Above all, it shows "the abstract spirit of poetry itself" as
an influencing factor.
Part II deals with the later jhase of the legend.
It is now grouped about the primitive stock in a conscious lit-
erary temper. The Homeric hymn is central to this phase. Pater
devotes several pages to description of this hymn. Its main
virtue is a central clarity. He also describes the Eleusinian
ritual. The autumnal mysteries lasted the nine days of the wai
-
derings of Demeter. Mysticism seems to be the keynote of these
festivals. Pater compares the Homeric hymn of Demeter with work
of later authors. The hymn of Callimachus (third century B.C.)
on the same subject is more in the spirit of a medieval mystery
writer. He mingles touches of burlesque and low comedy with the
more serious litergical matter. Theocritus in the same age de-.
scribes the harvest feasts of Demeter in an idyll called the
ShaftierdB Journey . The Orphic literature brought a tide of mys-
tical ideas into the Greek religion. Demeter becomes mingled
with the figure of Cybele, Mother of the Gods. The poem of
Claudian (fourth century A.D.) called the Rape of Proserphone
closes the subject to classical poetry. Claudian has the ad-
vantage of having the whole scope of the legend before him, and
gives the widest interpretation of it.
The myth gradually becomes a subject for Greek art
and sculpture. It also develops an unlovlier side, becoming
tied in with gloomier legend. Finally, however, it becomes
1- G. S. P. 114
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representative of the Greek religion as a religion of pure
ideas. It rises out of conceptions which have no basis on his-
torical fact, but arise naturally out of the pure spirit of
man. In this fact, Greek religious poetry is representative
of the poetry of all religions.
Pater here has given a very scholarly treatment
of the legend of Demeter and Persephone. He traces the devel-
opment of the myth from its earliest Primitive beginnings to
its final appearance in classical literature. The essay shows
careful thought and deep study. It is written in the rich beau
tiful prose poetry of the Renaissance . There are several sol-
iliquies reminiscent of the Mona Lisa . This is, in my opinion,
the best of the Greek Studies .
The next treatment is that of the Hlppolytus of
Euripides. Here, Pater brings in one of his favorite themes -
1
celibacy I Hippolytus, son of King Theseus, had from his child-
hood been a votary of the chaste Artemis. But Phaedra, wife of
Theseus, falls madly in love with him by the whim of Aphrodite*
Hippolytus spurns her love. Theseus, however, hears a differ-
ent version of the story, and involves the aid of the sea God.
Poseidfen. The latter sends a monster out of the sea, which so
atartles Hippolytus' s horses that they drag him to his death.
Thus the scorned Aphrodite obtains her revenge.
Pater sees this legend as an example of early
Greek Demelife. It involves "a manifestation of religious cus-
1. Wright II P. 4
2. G. S. P. 170
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torn and sentiment in all their primitive local variety." The
Gods are supreme in their control of human life, they have all
the faults and frailities of men, and their wills frequently
conflict. Such a conflict brings about the tragedy of Hippo-
lytus . Aphrodite, the strongest Goddess, defeats her weaker
rival, Artemis.
Pater dwells sympathetically on the figure of Hippo
lytus. He is the completely guiltless, the victim of the Gods.
He sincerely desires to devote himself to Artemis. "His whole-
1
some religion seeming to turn against him "He falls into sick-
ness. Recovery brings about death at the hands of Poseiden.
Pater 1 s treatment of the story is highly sympathetic.
The last three essays are rather slight treatments
of Greek sculpture. The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture returns
us to the bronze age of Greece. The Homeric Age Pater believes
was also the heroic period of Greek Art. The origin of Sculp-
2
ture "had drifted from Assyria, by way of Phoenicia and Cyprus.
It begins literally in a golden age when men worked in the meta
of silver and gold. There are the description on the shield of
Achilles in the Iliad and that of the house of Alcinous in the
Odyssey . The art of the heroic age is seen in the fabulous jew-
els of Homer, oddly entwined with human fortunes. They bear
witness even thus early to the aesthetic sus ceptabili ty of the
Greek temper. Moreover, there are distinct touches of reality
1. G. S . P. 170
2. Wright II P. 6
___
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in Homer's descriptions of metal workers.
What Pater is trying to do here i s to establish a
connection between the metal workers of the bronze age, and
the later age of Greek sculpture. The Homeric period was of
the heroic age of the craftsman, and what he created was pure
art. Rough and raw as it is, it shows up the artistic temper-
ament of the Greeks.
Their civilization is ttill very young. They de-
1
light "as the young do, in ornament, in tru sensuous beauty of
ivory and gold, in all the lovely productions of skilled fin-
gers." This is literally the first age of Greek art.
Part II, Pater entitles the Age of Graven Images .
This essay carries foward his theories regarding the origins of
Greek Sculpture. He has already shown that its background was
a world of colorful craftsmanship. Emerging from the half
mythical age, it be cone s in a certain sense historical, a Gree
writer, Pausanias, (2nd century a.D.) treats this period.
About 576 &*C» we come to the first true school of
sculpture. We still find the tiny religious statues of this
period. They are models of Various household Gods used in serai
primitive hearth worship. They are the earliest representatives
of Greek sculpture. Rude as they are, they display careful
2
craftsmanship. There is also "an Asiatic spirit of minute and
curious loveliness that accompanied the bolder imaginative ef-
1. G. S. P. 235
2. E . Thomas P. 127
•
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forts of the Greeks." Out of these backgrounds of primitive
craftsmanship and hearth worship then, the art of sculpture a-
rose
.
The next essay, Pater entitles the Marbles of Aegine .
It is a study of the human form as represented from the gables
of the Temple of Athene. Previously the human form had been
represented as a mere caricature. Here, however, it is the
sculptured human form in its true likeness.
Here we see noble human forms with their passions
1
revealed in their faces. Here Pater believes is recaptured that
spirit which made Marathon and Salamis possible. The Gods are
revealed not as mere shadows, but as fighting personally on the
side of the Greeks.
He sees the statues as representative of the mystical
early period of religion. There is an intelligent and spiritual
element of which was essentially Greek, and of which the un-
draped human form was an embodiment. He compares the sculptor
2
of Aegine to Chaucer. "He has the essence of things bright or
sorrowful, directly felt." Here again we have the element of
sense. Pater believed that the undraped human form was beauti-
ful, in the flesh itself, he sees a kind of divine essence.
The Age of Athletic Prizemen is slight and worth
little as criticism. After stating that every phase of Greek
art has its counterpart in the Middle Age, Pater begins a dis-
1. Wright II P. 9
2. G. S. P.
r
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cussion of early burial customs. The Greeks revered their
dead and in their tombs may be seen the whole course of their
art from beginning to end. Thus in the age of Pindar we are
in the athletic Period of Greek art. Figures of warriors are
replaced by those of athletes. The Pindaric Odes bear witness
to the pride of the Greeks in athletic prowess. The great sculpt
tor of this age was Myron. He immortalized the Greek athletic
heroes- in stone, as Pindftr did in his verse.
The Greek Studies are obviously a continuation of
that type of criticism seen in the Essay on Wjncklemann . They
are alive with sensuous fire. They reveal Pater's peculiar
atyle at its best. Every page of the book bears evidence of
exhaustive labor and careful scholarship.
1
Wright believes that the first three chapters are
really imaginary portraits of Dionysus, Demeter, and Hippolytus
.
They belong to the same school as the later Imaginary Portraits ;
in fact they are early evidences of Pater's interest in this
kind of writing. Wright is largely correct, in my opinion, for
here we have the dreamy flowing style and picture frame se-
quences of the Por trai ts . In comparing Dionysus and Hippolytus
to Emerald Uthwafrt and VanStorck we see a definite resemblance
in form and style. The Greek Studies are less complete, less
mature than the Por trai ts but in essence they are the same.
Here we have the young Pater struggling with a new idea.
The latter essays on Greek Sculpture are less in-
1. Wright II P. 4
r
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feature than the Portraits but in essence they are the same.
Here we have the young Pater struggling with a new idea.
The latter essays on Greek Sculpture are less in-
teresting than those on literary subjects. Again Pater is deal-
ing with a field of which he knows little, and the results are
scattered, impressionistic, and of little or no technical value.
He brings in the element of sense once more, and in very ob-
jectionable fashion, commenting on the beauty of the nude form
in Greek sculpture. His theory of an age of noble Pre Homeric
craftsmen who founded Greek Sculpture is based on legend, not
on historical fact.
1
Thomas declares that when Pater compares the Greek
and Chris tain worlds he cannot help showing a sidelong prefer-
ence for the latter. He believed that the Greek had the advan-
tage in art, because his religion was indifference to sense,
whereas the Christian was hindered by religious ascetcism. In
my opinion, Pater is here entirely wrong for Christian art pro-
duced master pieces far superior to the Greek. The difference
2
is that the Christian art is moral, the Greek immoral. Pater*
s
constant besetting sin is this over emphasis on outward form
and sense
.
One of his most valuable contributions i3 the essay
on Demeter and Persephone . This brings out the reverent attitude
i
in Greek religion, it shows "the romantic spirit and the worship
1. Thomas P. 113 2- Personal Opinion
S. Ibid P. 115
r
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of sorrow in the Greek mind." It is a careful scholarly trace*
ing of a folk myth and its effects upon a* people.
The true spirit of Pater runs through these es-
says. It is the same Pater as of the Renals sance . The differ-
ence that the essays are more instructive and aim at. a more
academic completeness. At the same time, the material is less
familiar and less to Pater's taste. But there is much here to
appeal to the purely imaginative faculty. The rich aestheti-
cism of Pater is here, the flowing fire bf rich and beautiful
prose
.
We must now turn to a later period of Pater's
work, the essays on English and modern literature. Here we
shall find an older Pater, dealing with less familiar material
than the fteaami ssance and the Greek age. Here will be found
less of the epicurean spirit and more attention to the ethical
nature of life. In the Appreciations the fire and lustre of
the Greek Studies will be found lacking, but they are replaced
be good critical interpretation and a study of literary crafts
manship.
r
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MODERN LITERATURE
Gh. IV
Pater 1 s criticisms of modern literature are largely
products of his later years. He knew the modern age less well
than the Greek period or the Renaissance. It was only when he
began to contribute reviews to the magazines that he became in-
terested in modern literature.
He writes criticisms of only two modern literatures-
the English and the French. Some of his best contributions are
in the realm of French literature. While he frequently mentions
German literature, he writes no essay on a purely German sub-
ject .
The Appreciations is a collection published in 1889
These essays had all appeared previously in magazines. This
book contains the gist of Pater's criticisms of English litera-
ture. It opens with the famous Essay on Style .
This essay, which serves as an introduction to Pa-
ter's Appreciations is to be regarded as his giajor contribution
to the art of creative composition. He tells us that one of the
fallacies which those who dwell on the on the distinction be-
tween phrose and verse make, is to limit the proper functions of
prose too narrowly. We cannot limit art a priori,, for Pater
says "those who work with the ordinary language of men, are like
1
wise artists. Prose is seen to be "a colored thing with Bacon
1. App. P. 2
rc
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it is picturesque, with Livy and Carlyle, mystical and intimate
with Plato, Michelet and Sir Thomas Browne." Dryden and his age
loved to emphasize the distinction between prose and poetry.
His prosaic excellence affected and improved his verse. A mas-
ter of both forms, he set up correctness as the central stan-
dard of literary excellence.
The range of poetic force was greatly enlarged by
Wordsworth. The latter forms an effective link between verse
and:' prose, for he believed that verse should be written in the
1
everyday language of man. "The true distinction between prose
and poetry, he regarded as the almost technical or accidental
one of the absence or presence of metrical beauty." Building
upon these ideas then, Pater states that he proposes to point
out certain salient qualities of all literature as a fine art,
in short the essence of style.
Real distinction in literature is between litera-
ture that is imaginative, and that which attempts merely the
transcription of fact. When writing ceases to be mere theorem,
it becomes an appeal to the reader to catch the author's spirit
to think and feel with him. This imaginative prose is the spe-
cial art of the modern world. Even the prosaic historian must
2
needs select out of his mass of unwieldly material "something
that comes not of the world without but of a vision within."
The literary artist is of necessity a scholar. The material in
1. A pp. P. 5
2. App. P. 5
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which he works is not of his own creation. It is the product
of a myriad various minds and contending tongues. The writer
must search out this material to find out the right phrase, the
right sentence, the right word* fibove all, truth is the high-
est criterion in art. No merit or craft can exist without it.
1
"All beauty is in the long run only fineness of truth."
Another important element in style is symmetry. In
this sense the author is one with the architect, he must build
his structure in the right proportions. Closely meditated
architectonic technique is of major importance. Pater agrees
2
with Flaabert whose doctrine it was that while there may be a
number of ways of expressing a thought, there is one perfect
way, if the artist can only find it. There is always one unique
paragraph, phrase, or sentence, which makes the piece of writ-
3
ing unique and worthy of praise. "V/ith Flaubert the search,
the unwearied search, was not for the smooth winsome or forci-
ble word, but quite simply and honestly for the words best ad-
justment to its meaning."
The material of the literary artist is the word and
the sentence-in short diction. It is his task to build a struc-
ture in his own medium, and the structure must be of the right
4
symmetry and proportions. The best builder "forsees the end in
the beginning and never loses sight of it, and in every past is
1. App. P. 6
2. Benson P. 150
3. App. P. 28
4. App. P. 18
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conscious of all the rest." The true author studies his craft
as does the architect and becomes an expert in his line. Sen-
tences must he manipulated into exact conformity with the sub-
tile intentions of the author ! s mind. In this way, he strikes
the most full and precise truth in the expression of his though
The ultimate end of all art is truth, and the more precise and
painstaking an artist becomes, the greater the degree of truth
which he attains. Flaubert, Pater says, is the mast perfect
example of this type of writing, and the great martyr to it.
The technique of style consists ultimately of two
1
things, sentence structure and diction. "The blithe crisp
sentence may alternate with the long contending^ victoriously
intricate sentence." Literary architecture involves "develop-
ment or growth of design with many irregularities, surprises,
and after thoughts." The artist sets joint to joint together,
repeating his steps only that he may give his reader a sense of
2
secure and restful progress. "He finishes the whole up by a
just proportion of that ante penultimate conclusion, and all be
comes expressive." The best compliment to his work will be
that the narrative be of greater interest in its second reading
Like a building, fine literature is created to last.
Mental direction of the creation of fine literature
is assumed by mind and soul. "By mind, the literary artist
reaches us through static and objective indications of design in
1. App . P. 19
2. Ibid. P. 20
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his work- By soul he reaches us through vagrant sympathy and a
kind of immediate contact."
The mind gives logical structure, the soul personal
appeal. The principle of min<i we must approve where we recog-
nize it, the soul may repel us. Soul is the emotional subject-
ive element in literature. The poet Blake is an instance of
preponderant soul in an era of preponderant mind. The principle
of soul or feeling is best illustrated in religious history and
literature. Mind on the other hand, is objective and discrimi-
nating - it chooses and rejects. It secures form and gives a
drift toward unity. The difference is the same as that between
intuition and reason, the latter being by far the most reliable
quality.
Finally, Pater gives his distinction between great
art and good art. This depends in the final analysis, not up-
1
on form, but matter. "Thus Esmond (by Thackery) is greater
art than Vanity Fair by the greater dignity of its interests."
Whether art is good depends upon the mind and soul of the crea-
tor, whether it is great, upon the compass and depth of its mat-
ter. The Divine Comedy , Paradise Lost , and the English Bible
are great because their subject matter is universal, because
they contain mind and soul, and because their structure is art-
istically correct. Finally, great art is devoted to the increas
2
of Man f s happiness, "it has something of the soul of humanity
in it."
1. App. P. 56
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In all his writings, Pater shows a consistent ad-
herence to these principles of style. Here is the pattern for
the writing of Marius the Epicurean . The clear, flowing, sym-
metrical style of Marius is explained. But the faults of Karl -
us reveal the flaws in Pater 1 s theory. Careful attention to
word and phrase is not enough. While artistically perfect from
Pater's point of view, Marius is distinctly lacking in narra-
tive interest. It has not sufficient virility, Marius becomes
not a human being, but an abstraction. Likewise, style makes
<ftor obscurity. Mar ius makes exceedingly difficult reading, as
do some of Pater's other writings. While he aims at the ulti-
mate in clarity and truth, Pater's result is exactly the oppo-
site. He cloaks his meaning in words and phrases.
1
A. C. Benson finds two errors in Pater's style.
appears to
First, Pater emphasizes that great art/be effortless. But Su-
preme as the process is, the difficulty was there", and the art-
ist deserves credit for his pains. Secondly, "Pater presses toe
heavily upon laborious ices in art, at the expense of ecstatic
freedon." While some artists have attained perfection by end-
less and painstaking labor, more often the truly»great writer
is a "rude untaught genius". In the first analysis, form is
subordinated to natural genius. These criticisms are in my
opinion, justified*
The essay is of great autobiographical value. It is
a revelation of the way in which Pater worked. In the words of
1. Benson P.P. 151-2 . —
%
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Ferris Greenslet, "This was Pater's theory of style, and his
practice' shows a strict agreement with it." His own medium was
the essay which "has many and peculiar advantages for he who
would arrive as near as may be to perfection of form. Pater
wrote with the most painful toilicy."
His ultimate aim was always directed tov/ard the at-
tainment of "the whole truth".
In the essay on Wordsworth , we have the first of a
series of studies dealing with English Literature. At the be-
ginning of the 19th century, critics had a great deal to say a-
bout the difference between fancy and imagination. This dis-
tinction sprang originally from the German philosophers. In
English Literature, it was the poet Wordsworth who most empha-
sized this distinction, since "he assumed it as the basis for
the final classification of his poetical writings. Wordsworth
is a perplexing mixture of work touched with intense and indiv-
idual power and work o f no character at all."
No critic, Pater believes, can ignore the alien ele-
2
ment in Wordsworth's work. "Something tedious and prosaic". He
would gain greatly by a skillfully made anthology. He wrote
much that is trite and meaningless; yet there is an inner core
to his writing composed of pure literary genius, so that we can
hardly pass up the least promising of his compositions "lest
some precious morsel should be lying hidden within." It is this
1. Greenslet P. 88
2. App. P. 38
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peculiar sense, this residue that is the heart of Wordsworth.
Pater proposes to analyze this residue and find out precisely
of what it is composed.
An integral part of modern poetry is an acute cons-
1
ciousness of nature. This sense is peculiar to the modern age,
earlier minds passed it by. Its growth may be traced from
Rousseau to Chateau^-br^nd to Victor Hugo. Of this new sense,
the writings of Wordsworth are the central and elementary ex-
pression. A certain placidity, a religious mysticism in his
character, qualified him to be a profound observer and inter-
preter of nature. His life most resembles that of one of those
"early Flemish painters who passed their lives in quiet system-
atic industry." He chose to live among rustics that he might
portray man in as natural a setting as possible. Likewise, he
chose to discard form and write in as simple a manner as possi-
ble.
His poetry is clear and delicate. He is finely
scrupulous in the noting of sounds. Also, he has the po?/er of
conveying abstract and elementary impressions to the mind of
the reader. Thus he can portray silence, darkness, absolute
motion, or the peacefullness of a summer landscape. With Words
worth, poetry becomes the assertion of almost literal fact. "To
2
him, every natural object seemed to possess more or less of a
1. App . P. 38
2. App. P. 46
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moral or spiritual life, to be capable of companionship with
man." An emenation, or peculiar spirit seemd to belong to the
abstract things of nature, a kind of survival of the animism of
primitive man.
With Wordsworth, meter is but an additional grace.
It is an accessory to the deeper music of words and sounds. He
depends on the elementary sounds of words themselves, rather
than stringing them together in an artificial way • Yet some of
his pieces, such as " The Daffodils and Two April Mornings , have
a certain quaint gaiety of meter. He frequently resembles ear-
lier English poets, particularly the Elizabethans, in this re-
spect.
He has a great sense of the pathetic. When writing
1
pastoral tragedy, he is at his best. Thus we have - "The girl
who rang her father's knell, the instinctive touches of children,
even the sorrows of wild creatures." He is able to interprete
the feelings of simple folk.
Pater dwells deeply on Wordsworth's philosophy. His
mind frequently seems to have passed the borders of a world of
strange speculations, inconsistant with traditional beliefs.
This is tied in with his regrets for a half ideal childhood -
something that passed long ago. It is a belief closely con-
nected with the old new Platonic idea, that we have existed in
a higher form of life before birth.
At other times, Wordsworth was attracted by the
1. App. P. 57
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thought of a spirit of life in outward things, that we are all
part of a single, all pervading mind. It is a kind of Panthe-
ism, an all embracing whole, in which men and things are but
1
passing moments. Thus "the network of man and nature was seen
to be pervaded by a common universal life, a new bold thought
lifted him to a world altogether different in vagueness and
vas tness
The perfect end to Wordsworth is contemplation.
The majority of mankind are seeking definite ends, ends which
may never be attained. The world goes on its way - dim, mys-
terious, incomprehensible. For most of us , this conception of
means and ends covers the whole of life. For a man like Words-
worth, this was not enough. He saw too clearly the meanness,
the pettiness of human life. So he sought solitude, there to
think out the ultimate ends of things. He chose not to act,
but to know.
Wordsworth's poetry, says Pater, like all great art
and poetry, is a protest against the predominance of machinery
in our existence. The ultimate end of life is not action, but
contemplation. We should treat life in the spirit of art, and
seek out the ultimate meanings for our actions. Wordwworth is
the true student of the world of nature. He seea nature as ful
of sentiment and excitement. Men and women he sees as strange
and wonderful prts of nature. He has extreme feeling for hpman
1. A pp. P. 55
2« App. P. 60
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sorrow. Finally, he is a true mystic and neo Platonist. Such
is the great poet hidden under the gloss of Wordsworth, " a true
1
portrayer of the elementary passisns in lowly places."
Pater 1 s analysis of Wordsworth is in my opinion cor-
rect, and complete. He sees both sides of Wordsworth, the sen-
timental writer of jargon, and the profound interpreter of na-
ture . He sees Wordsworth as a good representative of modern po-
etry, which deals so much with nature. He recognizes in him the
true mystic. The ultimate centrality of Wordsworth's theme -
village tragedy, Pater holds as his special virtue. Finally, he
is a true representative of the spirit of the arts - and a cru-
sader against modern utilitarianism. Pater fails to give us
much of the flavor of Wordsworth, he uses no quotations, and
only mentions a few of his poems. But for abstract analysis,
this is one of his best studies.
A study of Wordsworth's great contemporary Coleridge
is Pater's next subject. In his opinion, the great contribution
of Coleridge to letters was that he formed a connecting link be-
tween the English and German schools of philosophy. In short, he
introduced the new German metaphysics - transcendentalism into
English thought.
Modern thought, Pater believes, is distinguished by
its cultivation of the relative spirit over the absolute. An-
cient philosophy sought to fix things in an eternal outline, to
establish and classify the varieties of life by kinds or genera.
1. App. P. 63
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But to the modern spirit, nothing is or can be known except
relatively and under conditions. Science reveals types of life
constantly undergoing change. Nothing is fixed or permanent.
There is constant movement from the simple to the complex. Man
himself is the most complex product of nature.
The literary life of Coleridge was in Pater 1 s words
1
"a disinterested struggle against the relative spirit." He is
constantly scheming "to apprehend the absolute." He is still
trying to establish fixed values and ratios for things. He
seeks to reestablish the old Greek idea.
The chief offense in Coleridge is an excess of se-
2
riousness. This arises "not from any moral principle, but from
a misconception of the perfect manner." Coleridge takes his
ideas too much to heart. He never jests, there is no humor in
his work. A true humanist cannot afford to become emotional
over his theories. Coleridge is too much given to sad reflexion.
Moreover, he is too much influenced by "the impress of a some-
what inferior theological literature."
In 1798 Coleridge had the good fortune to visit Ger-
many. This visit was of tremendous importance in shaping his
doctrine. He had the good luck to light upon the transcendental
philosophy in the freshness of its early bloom. Transcendenta-
lism was singularly adapted to one of Coleridge's temperament.
In his writings, he was able to introduce it to his countrymen,
1. App . P. 68
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who were still dominated by the somev/hat colorless rationalism
of the eighteenth centnry.
Coleridge's ideas were most impressive in his theo-
ries of poetry and art. He attempts to reclaim the world of
art as a world of fixed laws. Creative activity of genius and
the simplest act of thought are but higher and lower products of
the laws of a universal logic. In the Biographia Literaria , he
refines Schelling's philosophy of nature into a theory of art.
Schelling sought to conceive nature as a mirror or reflex of
man's intelligence. This idea Coleridge believes can likewise
be applied to art.
Coleridge regards the whole of nature as a develop-
1
ment of higher forms out of the lower. "The stir of atoms, the
trance like life of plants, the dim consciousness of animals, are
stages which anticipate human consciousness." Everything shapes
itself towards the shadow of approaching humanity. The highest,
final realm is that of the imagination. Art and literature are
2
its products. "The secret of creative genius would be an ex-
quisitely purged sympathy with nature, with the reasonable soul
antecedent there." High imaginative conceptions then would come
not so much from conscious activity, as from the artists self
surrender to the suggestions of an abstract reason or ideality
in things. In short, from Coleridge's point of view, intuition
stands high over reason in the artistic realm.
1. A pp . P. 77
2. App . P. 78
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Shakespeare, the untutored genius, is naturally a
favorite subject for Coleridge's criticism. He possesses a unity
or identity which affects resemblance of a natural organism.
This unity of effect is closely akin to the primitive power of
nature itself. This is what produces the ineffaceable impression
of Lear, Hamlet, or MacBe th . Shakespeare is organic; he possess-
es some of the primal power of nature itself.
All of Coleridge's prose writings, then, were but
one element in a lifetime of endeavors to present the metaphy-
sics of Germany to English readers. He sought to show the Ger-
man school as a legitimate expansion of the older classical
writers. Transendentalism then, is but the ultimate result of
nexs Platonism.
Coleridge is best known for his poetry. In 1798, he
joined Wordsworth in the writing of Lyrical Ballads . Wordsworth'
s
poetry vibrates with happiness and self-possession. Coleridge
is characterized by a faint and obscure dejection. He could not
abandon himself to vision as Yv'ordsworth did, for he lacked his
unvexed quietness of heart. He could not share Wordsworth's
optimisn.
His great years of poetic composition v/ere while liv-
ing at Nether Stowey in 1798-8. His poetry is characterized by
use of figures. He infuses verbal images or figures into his
thought. His best poems are the Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner
,
and Chris tabel . The former is a romance, or ballad of the German
sort. It is a product of pure imagination and has a finness of
<1
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weird effect. The latter is a medieval ballad which emphasizes
human feeling.
The special virtue of Coleridge then in Pater 1 s o-
pinion, was that he sought ultimate absolute principles. He
1
represents "That inexhaus table discontent, langour and homesick-
ness of the modern age." He hungered for eternity, and his days
were marked by dejection and ennui. He had the true Greek spir-
it. His poetry was characterized by imagination and imagery.
His worst fault was that he took himself and his ideas too se-
rious ly
.
Pater 1 s essay is well rounded in form and structure.
It is a fairly complete treatment of Coleridge's work. The
contrasting of Wordsworth and Coleridge brings out the salient
qualities of each, in light of the two essays.
Here we have good careful craftsmensnip, the obvious
result of careful study.
The next essay, on Charles Lamb
, is one of the warm-
est and most sympathetic of Pater's treatments. In the genial
author of the Elia essays, he sees one of the great suthors of
the century - a figure whose constant nearness to tragedy makes
us admire him the more. He is a figure as much as possible un-
like Coleridge, for lacking the latter' s pessimism, he radiates
kindness, and optimism. Lamb is not a philosopher like Coler-
idge, he is rather a good hearted observer of life.
The distinction between wit and humor, another pro-
1. App. P. 91
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duct of German philosophy, was much utilized by Coleridge and
his kindred critics. A visible example of this distinction is
1
to be seen in Charles Lamb - "who lived among subtle literary
theories, and whose remains are full of curious interest for
the student of literature," The writings of Lamb, Pater be-
lieves, forms a transition between the cold objectivity of the
eighteenth century and the subjectivity of the nineteenth. The
unique quality of Lamb is the union of the grave and terrible
with the gay, as seen in the circumstances of his life.
It is the quiet cheerfulness of Lamb that astonishei:
Pater. For "beneath this blithe surface was something of the
2
fateful domestic horror of old Greek tragedy. ." His sister
Mary in a sudden seizure of madness, caused the death of her
mother. She was later released in the custody of her Brother
Charles. To this sister, Lamb, from the age of twenty one,
sacrificed himself. His gift of literary art came to sweeten a
life of monotonous labor. So he be comes "the best critic, al-
most the discoverer of the Elizabethen dramatist, John Webster.
He is a purely disinterested servant of literature. It is his ~
very modesty that has impressed upon Lamb's work the note of
enduringness
•
For Pater, Lamb is the true artist in prose. He
realizes the principal of art for art ! s sake. He has reached
1. Apj). P. 108
2. App. P. 109
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an enduring moral effect in a kind of boundless sympathy. He
is in immediate contact with what is real, he sees "that little-
ness in which there is much of the whole woeful heart of things.
The Weltschmerz of life is always present with him, but it is
1
mingled with a gift for the enjoyment of life. "How must the
souls of Shakespeare and Webster been stirred at his exquisite
appreciations of them." He is also a fine critic of painting.
For Englishmen, he becomes almost the discoverer of
old English Drama. His Specimens of English Dramatic Poets
introduces the excellances of the contemporaries of Shakespeare
to the modern age. He sorts and stores the choicest gems of
Elizabethan poetry. He introduces a fresh source of culture for
future generations. He possesses a sort of delicate intellectu-
al epicureanism.
As an essayist, he is without peer. He belongs to
2
the true family of Montaigue. "He never judges systemwise of
things, but fastens on particulars." Like Montaigue, he also
possesses "the desire of self portraiture." There is an intimate
note to his writing. He gives a delicate and expressive pic-
ture of himself and his friends.
He is a true collector. He brings together scraps
of the old plays that he liked. He has his favorite books and
his favorite friends. The most kindly species of love - that
of brother and sister, he puts in place of the passion of love.
1. App . P. 113
2. App . P. 119
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"He could throw the gleam of poetry on what seemed common or
threadbare, yet he can write of death almost like Shakespeare."
Finally the writings of Lamb are an illustration of
the values of reserve in literature. Below his quaintness and
humor, the gloom is always there. It gives a v/onderful force
of expression even to his lighter thoughts. He writes with a
2
sense of relief - "after an escape from fate , dark and insane
as in an old Greek tragedy." He feels the genius of places. He
likes London with its Covent Garden and old Theatres.
In hie discussion of Lamb, Pater is dealing with a
kindred spirit. Probably nowhere is he fairer to any writer.
He recognizes Lamb for what he was - a master of the essay, yet
he feels that the true greatness of Lamb was established by his
very nearness to tragedy. Lamb's material represents the true
stuff of which the essay is composed. There is a marked resem-
blance between Lamb and Pater. Both were quiet, genial souls,
both lived modest unassuming lives, and both were masters of
English prose. While Pater has greater philosophical depth,
Lamb has charm and quaintness.
Uiis appreciation of Lamb is probably the best of
Pater 1 s modern criticisms.
Pater next turns his attention to the senenteenth
century prose writer, Sir Thomas Browne . It was at his time tha
English prose was becoming self conscious; a thing of skill and
1. App. P.120
2. App. P. 125
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design. There were earlier prose masterpieces, ->rch as the
Levia than and the Ecclesiastial Policy , but for the most part,
early English prose is narrow and occasional.
Sir Thomas Browne introduced the personal element
into English prose. He was one of the first writers to take
I
the reader into his confidence. "Bookish as he is, he claims
to give his readers a matter not pickedfrom the leaves of any
author, but bfced amongst the weeds and tares of his own brain."
While he suffers from the faults of this caprice - "onevenness
2
and lack of design - he gives us the charm of an absolute sin-
cerity." He is minute and curious in his thinking, but with an
effect on the sudden of real sublimity or depth.
His style is an unequal one ; it possesses that
dignity which & Hows long and learned pondering on high subjects
He had a sort of tinity about him. He was something of a humor-
ist in the old fashioned sense of the term.
Browne lived a quiet life in an era of sv/iftly pass-
ing events. He was born in the year of the Gunpov/der plot. His
thinking has something of the perplecity of his time. He was
always a strong monarchist. He considered Cromwell "a ursurper"
and the death of Charles I, "abominable murder". At the restor-
ation, he rejouced to see the return of "the comely Anglican
Order." In religion he was always a strong Anglican, with lean-
ings towards Catholicism.
1. A££. P. 128
2. Ibid. P. 129
5. Ibid P. 134
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Browned Religlo Medici is designed for a mind more
difficult of belief than that of the mere layman, it is meant
for the man of science He holds that there never has existed
an atheist. The wonders of religion are natural facts, or pro-
cesses. The purposiveness of the world is apparent, and design
1
is everywhere obvious. "The Rellgio Medici is a contribution
not to faith, but to piety." The world needs help not so much
in regard to belief, as to the maintenance of a religious mood.
The Garden of Cyprus emphasizes the defects in
Browne's literary qualities. His chimeric fancy here leads him
into a kind of frivolity. In such a writer as Browne, "levity
is of necessity a little ponderous.
"
The Discourse of Vulgar Errors is for Pater entirely
diseuisive and occasional, coming to an end with no natural con-
clusion. He bids the reader not to try to read it through. Its
3
real worth is to the literary fancy - "which finds its pleasure
in inventive word and phrase." His "full, ardent, sympathetic
vocabulary" helps to keep the eye of the reader on the subject
before it. The work is a treatment of natural science. In
some ways, he gives us to understand that nature is only a lit-
tle less magical than alchemy. In other places, he gives a se-
rious refutation of popular fairy tales, concerning nature. His
work shows strong resemblance to that of Francis Bacon, but that
1. App . P. 142
2. IbTd P. 144
3. Ibid P. 149
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there is any connection is only a surmise. In his chapter on
1
Sources of Error, there is a strong resemblance to Bacon 1 s Idols
Browne deals with the idols of the theatre, tribe and forum, but
of the fourth the idols of the cave, Pater believes, he was rath
er a lively example himself. For the "Cave Idols" are the weeds
and tares of one's own brain.
For Browne the real poetry of science is in its
larger ascertained truths - "The order of infinite space." He
was not a pure empiricist like Bacon. He did not care for the
cold blooded method of ebservation and experience in natural
science. He preferred that part of science "but yet in discov-
ery The true function of science was to reveal the larger
truths of nature. Half an hour, Pater believes, is well wasted
over The Discourse , but no more.
Pater holds that Urn Burial is the b,est justifica-
tion of Browne's literary reputation. It is a study of death,
2
a queer book which deals with mortuary customs. "Dealing with
a very vague range of feelings, it is his skill to associate
them to very definite objects." It holds an atmosphere of oddi-
ty and quaintness. Like Milton, he uses his great store of read
ing as a background. Although Urn Burial has much of the char-
acter of a poem, "one is not allowed to forget that it was de-
signed as a scientific treatise on ancient culture." Browne
feels an awe stricken sympathy with all those "whose bones lie at
1 . See Bacon' s Novum Organon
2. App. P. 150
r
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at the mercy of the living."
In the main, the true subject of Browne was religion.
His was a religion of cheerfullness , and he had no great concep-
tion of evil. His religion "was all profit to him." His spe-
cial subject was the immortality of the soul. He had personal
1
assurance, "he did not think, but knew that his soul was imper-
ishable." His philosophy was higher and less mechanical than
that of Bacon or Hobbes. Browne lived in an age which was yield*
ing to a philosophy of disillusion. He passed his whole life in
observation and inquiry, but failed to draw the general conclu-
sion of his age. His final philosophy was a cheerful one.
In treating a figure who lies almost at the begin-
ning of English prose, Pater makes certain allowances. He ad-
mits that Browne lacked the stylistic qualities which make for
a good prose writer. But he did have a certain quaintness of
style which Pater admires. Browne is not a man to read whole.
A few paragraphs here and there give a portrayal of the man in
his best lights .
Pater's treatment is complete and sincere. The spe-
cial virtue of Browne was religion and it is from that point of
view he is best treated. Pater admires Browne's religion for its
optomism and sincerity. He contrasts favorably with Bacon and
Hobbs. He is a quiet, placid writer in an age of strife and dis-
contentment. Above all, Pater admires him because he kept his
faith and was not disillusioned.
1. App. P. 164
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Charles Lamb had been the first to rediscover Browne
but here in Pater, he is given the most complete and just ap-
praisal. For Browne, Lamb, and Pater, were all kindred spirits
in the realm of English prose.
Three little essays on Shake speare are Pater's con-
tribution to this almost universal subject for critics. He deal|p
with Love3 Labor's Lost , Measure for Measure , and Shake speare 1 s
English Kings . The essays are largely short and superficial.
Loves Labor's Lost , the earliest of Shakespeare's
plays, is a joyous play. It has something of the "monumental
style of Shakespeare's sonnets", indeed the play contains three
sonnets and a faultless song. There is much of both wit and
humor in it. It contains little of dramatic interest. There
1
is only a very slight plot. "It is not so much the unity of a
drama, as that of a series of pictorial groups.
Play is most important in this comedy. There is a
pride of dainty language, and curious expression. The young
Shakespeare plays with language. He exhibits something of the
foppery of his age. But this foppery, Pater believes, had a
"really delightful side in no sense affected." The character
of Biron is the perfect flower of this manner.
Shakespeare here delights in his own rapidity of
intuition. He exalts the judgement of the senses above all slowif
er more toilsome means of knowledge. He appeals always to actu-
al sensation, yet he surprises us at times by deeper intuitions.
1. App. P. 169
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This is a comedy of youth written by a young man. The main rea-
son for Pater's interest in this play seems to have been that it
is a play about words - euphuism. He holds Biron to be the
young Shakespeare himself. The euphuistic style, the pictur-
esque and colorful language, can only be found in the early plays.
In this praising the lightest and most superficial
of Shakespeare's plays, Pater reveals his own worst weakness -
stress of form over subject matter. There is very little to be
praised in Love Labor's Lost . Moreover, Pater gives it only the
slightest and most superficial treatment. The euphuistic style
which he so much admires, is in Shakespeare a weakness rather
than a virtue.
The next treatment is on Measure for Measure . This
play is Shakespeare's remodeling of an earlier and rougher play
In contrast with Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare has modified the
older play just enough to make it the exponent of his purpose.
1
"He infuses a lavish color into the play." While it remains a
comedy, a moral element has been brought into it. Shakespeare
2
remodels Whetstone's comedy on a higher motive, he restores some
of the original Italian element to the story. Shakespeare mod-
ifies the play's structure "so as to give it almost the unity of
a single scene."
Pater dwells much on the tragic undercurrent of the
play. It £onvey3 to us "a strong sense of the tyrrany of nature
1. A£p. P. 177
2. Promos and Cassandra
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and circumstances over human action." Many veins of thought
render this play weighty and impressive. The characterization
is good. Isabella is a strong and developing personality. The
theme is one common in Greek tragedy - a sister's love. Shakes-
it
peare subjects her to two sharp shameful trials, and"wrings out
of her a fiery revealing eloquence." Claudio is a flowerlike
man who in time of crisis and death rises to tremendous heights.
1
"Thoughts, as profound and eloquent as Hamlet's rise in him."
But at the end, the play sinks into almost homely comedy.
What Pater particularly likes about this play is
that is approaches the subject of poetical justice. It has a
high sense of morality, a true ethical quality. Moreover, it
is Shakespeare who introduces this ethical note into the play.
In its ethics it is an epitome of Shakespeare's moral judge-
ments. It is one of his high comedies, provoking thoughtful
laughter.
This criticism, although slight, has deeper roots
than that on Love Labor's Lost . Measure for Measure is in truth
one of Shakespeare's better comedies j and Pater recognizes that
fact. The central note of this play is the strong ethical note
which Shakespeare gave it. He took an old comedy Promos and
Cassandra and gave it a tragic underplot, and a theme of poetic
justice. He casts a deeper shade of meaning over his characters.
He brings out and develops these more subtle qualities of the
play.
1. App. P. 188
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The essay on Shakespeare's English Kings is the best
and most complete of these studies. Pater holds that the theme
of these chronical plays is the irony of Kingship - "average hu-
man nature flung with a wonderfully pathetic effect into the
vortex of great events." With one unimportant exception, he
gives a popular chronical of the reigns of English Kings from
Richard II to Henry VIII. Yet he is not seeking to write his-
tory. Neither does he show the profound and somber power of
Macbeth or Julius Caesar, as he might have done had he chosen
such a character as Coeur de Lion or Edward the first. All that
1
Shakespeare portrays here is "the sad fortunes of some English
Kings as conspicuous examples of the ordinary human condition."
Shakespeare begins with King John . Pater believes
that he brings to that king a kind of greatness. There is a
heroic force about him, but he is marked bya madness which takes
the shape of reckless impiety. The dramatic force is heightened
by John's terrible death among the most peaceful country sur-
roundings .
Next comes "that sweet lovely rose" Richard II.
Shakespeare paints him as an over confident believer in the di-
vine right of Kings. His was a sensitive nature, marked by
youthful hopefulness and high spirits. He could never understand
how the annointed balm of kingship could be wiped off. He is the
most pathetic of these kings. "His grief becomes nothing less
1. App. P. 194
2. Ibid P. 207 "
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than a central expression of all that goes down in the world."
Henry IV is an impersonation of surviving force. He
has real ability for kingcraft. But the cares of his office
weigh heavily upon him and he longs for the toiler 1 s sleep.
Henry V is the example of the Prince who sowed his
wild oats. "He is the greatest of Shakespeare 1 s kings." He is
also the shortest lived. He was but a man and "too famous to
live long." Henry VI "lay in the direct course of Shakespeare*
s
design." He represents the weakness of an excess of holiness.
Richard III like John has an effect of real heroism
which is spoiled by criminal madness. His greatest moment is
when he is reduced by circumstances to terms of mere human na-
ture, and he must cry out for a horse. Henry VII shows the su-
perficial though English splendor of that monarch. But it is the
rising nature of the butcher's son and the fall of the unhappy
Catherine of Aragon that defines Shakespeare's central interest.
The rise and fall of Henry's subordinates, then, overshadow the
story of that monarch.
Pater believes, then, that the chronical plays are
written with the intention of leaving one central impression.
Shakespeare's Kings are not meant to be great men, they are
1
rather "ordinary humanity thrust upon greatness." They are in a
sense like children and they possess the pathetic qualities of
the weak.
None of these Kings was a happy man. Each had some-
1. App. P. 207
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where a flaw, a tragic weakness, which brought about his person-
al tragedy. Pater believes that it is the irony of the situa-
tion which most fascinates Shakespeare, and. the pathos which he
seeks to bring out.
"My large kingdom for a little grave
A little, little grave, an obscure grave."
Pater gives a somewhat narrow interpretation of the
chronicle plays, yet he presents a good point, the central! ty of
motive. For him, these plays are the tragedies of ordinary men
who have greatness thrust upon them. The seven plays are a sin-
gle , coherent unity. Pater ignores the comic underplots which
run through these plays. Also, he omits to state that the plays
were written at widely varied points in Shakespeare 1 s life, and
not chronologically. Yet his logic is clear and his reasoning
good. Shakespeare's Kings are weak ordinary men, and do possess
tragic fallacies. This is the best of the three Shakespeare
Studies
.
Dante Gabriel Rossetti is one of Pater's few treat-
ments of a contemporary writer. Rossetti, an Italian exotic who
contributed both to English art and letters, was a favorite sub-
ject with him. Rossetti had an air of mystic isolation about
1
him, Pater believes, yet "some of his poems won an exquisite
fame before they were in the full sense, published."
The Blessed Damozel was written at the age of eight-
1. App. P. 213
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een. It was the work of a painter destined to be the leader of
a new school of art. It reveals a gift of transparency in lan-
guage. He was able to present the material of his poem clearly.
A peculiarty of the Blessed Damozel as a "definiteness of sen-
sible imagery." The note of sense is very strongly present.
This is to be noted in the "golden bar of heaven" which was
warmed by her breast. This seemed grotesque to some, and is in-
deed strange in a theme so profoundly visionary.
Pater proceeds to contrast Rossetti with the great
1
Italian poet Dante. The latter "has shown a similar care for
minute and definite imagery in his verse." He shares with Dante
a love of the sensuous and the material. He knows no religion
of the spirit in which these are not included. Pater sees these
two Italian poets as akin to each other, both having an ideal of
sensuous beaibty.
There is also an arcaic side to Rossetti. He turns
often from modern life to chronicle the past. Old Scotch his-
tory is a favorite subject with him. He likes to bring in the
old medieval devise of the refrain. His ballads are of the true
medieval style, often terrible in theme. The King 1 s Tragedy
is, in Pater's opinion, Rossetti 1 s best work. It is broadly hu-
man in theme, and dramatic in type.
i.n his adding to poetry fresh material "of a new order of phenom-
:.. App . P. 213
1 !. App . P. 215
For Pater, the special characteristic of Rossetti, lay
2
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ena." Poetry in itself has only two functions, it may reveal
the ideal aspect of common things, or it may be the imaginative
creation of things in themselves. Rossetti's contribution is
definitely of the latter type. He gave emphasis to the aesthet-
ic movement by introducing new motives from the realm of art.
Pater gives a rather slight treatment of Rossetti;
he makes definite statements, but he fails to back them up. He
obviously admires the seneual aspect of Rossetti. Again he sees
the weakest and most superficial quality of the poet as some-
thing to be praised. Rossetti's true worth lies in his revival
of the medieval ballad, not in the "arty" form of his style.
Pater is also incorrect in his treatment of Dante as a poet of
sense, and in comparing him to Rossetti. On the whole, this is
one of his poorer essays.
The Review of Feuillet's La>1orte is strangely out of
place in this collection, for it deals with a French, rather than
English writer . It is a review of a novel. Pater tells us that
the proper function of a novel is to offer refuge in a world
slightly better than the real world. This is best done when plo
is subordinated to character. Octave Feuillet does this well;
his plots are subordinated to the delightful characters he cre-
ates .
In La_Morte, Feuillet brings some weighty charges
against the Parisian society of our day. He presents a picture
of a corrupt and sordid upper class. In this society men cannot
trust each other, for there is no sense of honor among them.
(
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Feuillet presents the tragic crises "inherant in the general
conditions of human nature itself." However, these crises arise
more particularly on account of the special conditions of modern)
society. Pater gives a detailed analysis of the novel.
The great virtue of Feuillet as a novelist, Pater be-
lieves, is that he is able to create an imaginary world. He is
able to take a chosen group of personages and make them live
and breathe. He can trace the development of the more serious
elements of character* Moreover, he has the qualities of deep
pity and humane feeling essential to one who would portray hu-
man life
.
This essay is a slight thing, and one wonders why it
was included in the Appreciations It is purely and simply a
book review. It belongs under the heading of reviews, rather
than criticism.
The Postscript to the Appreciations, is an attempt at
definition of the words "classic" and romantic". These terms
Pater believes are used too loosely and vaguely. They represent
two real trends in literature and should be clearly understood.
The word classic, is too often used by the praisers
of what is old and accustomed, at the expense of what is new.
The word romantic, is used to mean something new, something un-
usual, or in connection with the middle age. It is thought of
in connection with certain authors, Kousseau, Scott, and the
Brontes. The distinction between these terms, Pater believes
1. App . P. 228

is not necessarily between past and present, or rational and
emotional. It is rather the difference between two univernal
principles, co -existing in art. It is the distinction between
authority and liberty, between form and idea. The classic has
the charm of a tale that can be told over and over again, and
still retains its freshness. To beauty of artistic form is
added the tranquil charm of familiarity.
The romantic spirit, however, is an ever present,
enduring principle in the realm of art. It gives the addition
"of strangeness to beauty." Infinite curiosity and desire for
beauty are a part of true art. These are the real essentials
1
of the romantic ideal.. "'They are tendencies really at work
at all times in art with the balance sometimes a little on one
side, sometimes on the other."
Pater concludes by giving a brief review of the ro-
mantic movement. He mentions Mme . DeStag Is De L'Allenagne
and Heine's Romantische Schule as important contributions. Ger-
many and England made important contributions to the movement,
but it is in French literature that the movement found its great
est expression. The romantic spirit goes back as far as the
early poetry of Provence. It is an important factor in the re-
vival of learning. But it was in the heart of that great age of
ne» classicism, the eighteenth century, that modern romanticism
began in the writings of Rousseau. This movement rises in cres-
endo to become one of the great periods of French literature, of
1. App. P. 258
________=_
1
Chateaubriand, Victor Hugo, Sainte Beuve and Stendhall.
Finally y there is no real quarrel between the schools
of classicism and romanticism. Both are undying principles which
have a permanent place in art and literature. The real conten-
tion Pater believes, is not between schools of art, but rather
of all schools "against the stupidity which is dead to the sub-
1
stance, and the vulgarity which is dead to form."
In making a critical estimate of the Appreciations ,
we see that it is quite different from Pater's earlier work. It
lacks the fire and sparkle of the Greek Studies . It is deeper,
and more involved with careful attention to technical detail.
Here Pater reveals himself as a scholar of the modern age, as
well as of the Greek period and the Renaissance.
The essay on Style is a classic of technical writing.
It gives Pater an opportunity to reveal his own theory of crea-
tive composition. The essays on Wordsworth and Coleridge are
excellent treatments of the theory behind their writings. The
treatment of Lamb is the best single essay. Pater's eulogizing
of him as an adherant of art for art's sake is in my opinion, in-
correct, but his admiration of Lamb's self portraiture is well
justified. The essay on Browne is an interesting treatment of
this quaint figure. The essays on Shakespeare are very slight.
The treatments of Rossetti and FEuillett are unfortunate. They
are not among Pater's best essays and should have been left out
of this collection. The Postscript is of great importance, as 1^
1. App. P. 274

realizes the need for a clear and distinct definition of the
words classic and romantic.
1
Wright believes that Appreciations represents a
palpable fall in Pater. I am not in agreement with him. These
essays are of equal, if not greater value than his early works.
They lack the objectionable stress or sense seen in the Renai-
ssance and the Greek Studies . They are thorough, complete, and
scholarly essays. Moreover, a homlier more ethical note, creeps
in. This is Pater's treatment of the literature of his own coun
try. I believe that it is the best collection of his essays.
1. Wright II P. 150
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CONCLUSION
Criticism during the last century may be roughly
divided into three chronological schools - the romantic, the
realistic, and the aesthetic. The romantic school dominated
the first half of the century. It boasted such men as Coler-
idge, DeQuincey, Hugo, and Stendhall. It evoked a highly emo-
tional appeal. The realistic school became dominant in the
last half of the century, and has remained so. It is seen in
Sainte Beyve and his school, and in the realistic English nov-
elists. It aims to be perfectly objective, rational, and true
to the conditions of life.
The third or aesthetic movement occupies roughly
the last thirty years of the century. It was dominated by two
figures, Ruskin and Pater. It can be divided into two phases;
the Pre-Raphaelite movement, and the period of pure aestheti-
cism. It represents an attempt at escape from the sordid con-
ditions of our modern world to the realm of pure art. In this
aesthetic movement the name of Walter Pater became a power.
However, the latter had no connection with this or any other
group, nor did he desire any.
The Pre-Raphaelite brotherhbod were a group of ar
ists and writers, who sought for their inspiration in the period
before Raphael. Their great champion was John Ruskin. They
sought to re-establish the beauty of the middle ages, and they
found models in old Italian, Old French, and Greek. Actually,
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they had little in common. In 1868, however, Pater defined the
movement as aesthetic. He was interested in the same things as
these men - early Italian painting, and the poetry of the Middle
2
Ages. But "he was not a painter or poet, and had nothing es-
pecial to do with early Pre-Raphaelite principles. He was a
student of aesthetic and a philosopher." He was, in fact, more
interested in the Renaissance and Qftie Greeks than the Middle
Ages. Therefore, while he left a definite impress upon the move
ment, Pater can in no way be considered an aesthete. Neither
can he be considered a romantic or realistic critic.
What then is the position of Pater among the crit-
ics, and what is his final doctrine? Views are highly diversi-
fied. Critics divide themselves into two schools, those who see
him as a "mere impressionist", a non participant in life, and
those who see him as a deep ethical thinker.
3
Edward Thomas sees Pater as a spectator of life. "
"He believes that the end of life is contemplation, not action;
being, not doing, is the principle of all higher morality."
This is not entirely true. Pater did believe in the virtues of
higher contemplation; indeed he devoted his own life to it. But
he did not advocate this policy, as the good life, or the only
life. For some, he believed contemplation was indeed the best
and most useful occupation. Like Plato, he believed in the King
1. E. E. Hale P. XVIII
2. Ibid XIX
3. E. Thomas P. 95
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philosopher, whose function would be to set the standards of
life. But the majority, he realized, must live lives of action.
Both thinker and doer play necessary parts in life, and there
is no question of morality involved.
1
T. S. Eliot emphasizes the moral factor in Pater's
writing. "His notion was to find the true moral signifigance
of art and poetry." This is largely true. Pater always gives
us what he considers ultimate morality. He expresses his own
moral views on life. But in my opinion, he is not moral in the
Greek Studies or in the Renaissance Epilogue .
2
E. M. Hale declares that discipline, rather than
experience is the final keynote of Pater. "He stresses the
necessity of severe training to achieve perfection." There is
much to be said for this argument. During his entire literary
career Pater had one ultimate objective - to perfect his style.
He had something of the Spartun ideal - that severe training
brings perfection. This is brought out in the Essay on Style
,
where he describes the training necessary to a literary artist.
Discipline is essential, heavy labored hours of composition over
a long period of time, and we know that he did not spare himself
in this respe ct.
3
The latest treatment is by Ruth C. Child, who con-
siders the question " is Pater an impressionistic critic? " She
1. T. S. Eliot P. 101
2. E. H. Hale P. LXXI
3. R. C. Child P.M.L.A. Dec. 1938 P.P. 1172 - 85
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tells us that most people consider his criticism as impression-
istic, and often consider this a compliment. On the other hand
Pater is anathema to the modern 'Humanists' who detest impres-
sionistic criticism. Since the impressionistic critic "attempt
to give us his own personal reactions to the work of art", Pater
occasionally fits this definition. In this sense, the essay
on Leonardo is highly impressionistic.
But only a small part of his work falls under this
classification. In the Preface to the Renaissance, Pater tells
r~
m3 that "the aesthetic critic is not to merely note his own in-
dividual impressions, but to analyze the object, to point out
the special virtue of each work studied." He condenses this
theory into finding the right formula for each given writer.
He adheres to this, moreover, with remarkable fidelity. This
is definitely ant i -impressionistic.
2
Secondly, we cannot ignore Pater's interest "in the
historical setting, and implications of a work of art." In the
Renai ss ance for instance, he mingles historic theory with his
art. He is particularly interested in the fashion in which one
period develops into another. Thus we have the Renaissance
,
beginning in the .middle age itself. Luca della Robbia shows
this historical interest in art development.
In the third place, Pater is particularly interested
1. R.C. Child P.M.L.A . Dec. 1938 P.P. 1174 g
<f
2. Ibid P. 1176
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in great tendencies in human thought, and individual men as
representative of these terc^ncies . Wincklemann represents the
return to the Greek tradition, Coleridge is a seeker after the
absolute. This emphasis on historical setting and individual
genius proves Pater more than a mere impressionist.
Why, then, has Pater been regulated to this cate-
1
gory? Child points out a paragraph in the Preface which places
subjective impression as the first step in good criticism. Al-
2
so, his choice of subject matter is in itself a personal judge-
3
merit. Thirdly, his style is so individual that he infuses his
4
own personality upon everything he writes. Fourthly, to Pater
is applied Babbitt 1 s accusation of being without standards and
ambiguous. This is untrue, however, for Pater shows us in the
Preface that he does have standards.
Over -emphasis has been placed upon a few of Pater's
statements. Careful study of Pater will prove the label of
5
"mere impressionist" unjust to him. "Pater looked not merely
for perfection of form, but for a permanently valuable attitude
toward life." The Renaissance essays are conceived with human
values. Do not seek to call Pater a mere appreciator, an aes-
thete, or an impressionist. "He produces a criticism which can-
not be pinned down with any label but is illuminating and humanq."
How, then, should we approach Walter Pater? We
should read him with a free and open mind. Do not attempt to
1. R.C. Child P. 117A 3. Ibid P. 1182
4. Ibid B. 1184
2. Ibid 5. Ibid P. 1185
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pin any label upon hiin. Do not call him a Pagan, an epicurean,
a Christian, or a moralist. All of these ideas are in his works,
but he is none of them. The most nearly correct term for him
is the vague word, Neo Platonist. He was a dreamer and a mystic.
We should approach Pater as a deep thinker, a seeker
after ultimate truth. We may question the validity of many of
his ideas, but never doubt his sincerity. Approach him for the
fiery sparkle of crisp beautiful prose, and for deep reverent
thought. Appraoch him as interpretor of the world of the Ren-
aissance, as prober into the early mysteries of Greek life, as
careful student of English literature. But do not seek an ul-
timate doctrine in Pater. He is an artist, not a preacher.
Standing alone at the end of the nineteenth century,
he is the great critic of his day. He is rivalled only by that
other lonely thinker of Oxford, Matthew Arnold. His place is
among the world* s great men of letters.
For as long as the art of writing delicate and beau-
tiful prose remains, the name of Walter Pater will never die 1.
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ABSTRACT
In the four chapters of this thesis, I have pre-
sented a discussion of the work of Walter Pater in the field
of literary criticism. I have discussed the three works most
representative of the three periods with which he deals. These
are the Renaissance , the Greek Studies t and the Appreciations .
The first chapter dealt with the backgrounds and
environment of Pater. It contains largely a brief resume of
his life and works. Following this, I attempted briefly to
analyze his personality. Some stress was placed upon his re-
ligious background and beliefs, and I attempted to show him as
a devout ethical thinker. Finally, in a brief analysis of his
critical method, I mentioned three spirits found in it; German,
Italian and Greek.
The second chapter dealt with Pater 1 s first crit-
ical work, the Renal ssance . It contained some analysis of his
critical method as seen in the Prologue ; a discussion of the
Essays, and finally a lengthy criticism of his doctrine of Ep-
ecureanism as set forth in the conclusion.
The third chapter involved a study of Pater's crit-
icism of ancient Greek literature and art. The critical work
discussed here was the Greek Studies . It included an analysis
of these essays followed by a critical conclusion. It was noted
that the spirit of Epicureanism runs through these essays.
The fourth chapter was largely concerned with Eng-
lish literature. It was preceded by an analysis of the essay
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on Style , which is Pater* s description of his own method. It
was followed by a discussion of Pater's work on some of the ma-
jor figures of our literature, including Wordsworth, Coleridge
and Lamb. In conclusion was a discussion of the terms 1 classic 1'
and 1 romantic 1 .
In the Conclusion , I attempted to establish the fact
that Pater was something more than an aesthete or an impression-
ist. I first set forth and commented upon the opinions of three
older critics. This was followed by a detailed study of an es-
say by Miss Ruth Child, entitled, Is Pater an Impressionist?
Finally I set forth the opinion that Pater was one of the great
figures of English criticism.
I have enjoyed my study of this topic, and believe
that it has been highly profitable to me . I hope this paper
may be found useful to future students, who pursue the study of
Victorian belles lettres.
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